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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
APP

COS

Annual Performance Plan

Centre of Specialisation

DHET

Department of Higher Education and Training

MTEF

Medium Term Expenditure Framework

NDP

National Development Plan

M&E

MTSF

Monitoring and Evaluation

Medium Term Strategic Framework

NSDS

National Skills Development Strategy

OPS Plan

Operational Plan

NSFAS

National Student Financial Aid Scheme

PQM

Programme Qualification Mix

SETA

Sector Education and Training Authority

PSET

Post-School Education and Training

SSP

Sector Skills Plan

TVET

Technical and Vocational Education and Training

WBE

Workplace Based Exposure / Experience

SWOT
VCET
WIL

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats

Vocational and Continuing Education and Training
Work Integrated Learning
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2. STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY AND CONFIRMATION OF ACCURACY
To the best of my knowledge and belief, I confirm the following:
1.
2.

All information and amounts disclosed throughout the annual report are consistent.

The annual report has been prepared in accordance with the guidelines issued by the
Department of higher Education and Training.

3.

The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the relevant

4.

The accounting officer, i.e. the principal, is responsible for the preparation of the annual

5.

The accounting officer, i.e. the principal, is responsible for establishing and implementing a

standards, frameworks and guidelines issued by National Treasury.

financial statements and for the judgements made in this document.

system of internal control that has been designed to provide reasonable assurance as to the

integrity and reliability of the performance information, the human resources information and
6.

the annual financial statements.

The Auditor-General of South Africa and/or external auditors express an independent opinion
on the annual financial statements.

In my opinion, the annual report fairly reflects the operations, the performance information, the

human resources information and the financial affairs of Northlink TVET College for the financial
year ended 31 December 2016
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3. OVERVIEW BY THE ACCOUNTING OFFICER
The 2016 Academic year was seriously affected by the reduction in state funding which resulted in
the decrease of over 3000 students in comparison to the previous year. This nevertheless created

spare capacity for the college to increase the delivery of Occupational Programmes and to source
alternative funds to sustain the institution.

The NSF Grant provided an injection of R51m for the next three years commencing 2017 and will
strengthen the skills development programmes and apprenticeship development.

The South African Navy requested that the college relocate the students housed in their facilities

back onto the college premises. This resulted in urgently planning of a R10m facility at the Wingfield
Campus, which can accommodate 400 students.

Mr Pat Lawrence was appointed as the Campus Manager of Belhar Campus and brings a wealth of
experience and leadership in the Electrical and Construction industry.

The internet connectivity was significantly increased at all campuses in a collaboration with TENET
South Africa.

The procurement was strengthened with the support of PURCO, specifically our tender processes.
The college initiated a NLC Nutrition Project in conjunction with the Peninsula Feeding Scheme and
served over 3000 meals per day to deserving students.

Sadly, the college had to take leave on one of its pioneers, Mr Charl Coetzee, Deputy Principal:
Education and Training, as he took a well-deserved retirement.

Our teaching and learning performance was well rewarded with our students receiving 10 of the 32

awards in the Western Cape Awards held on 25 May 2016 and 3 of the 5 Overall Award received
by Northlink College. We applaud our staff for such academic success. This was also evident at our

Annual Graduation Ceremony held on 11 June 2017, where thousands of students received
Certificates, Diplomas and Special Awards. The college was further recognised in the marketing
environment by receiving the coveted PMR “Diamond Arrow” Award.

The college strengthened its partnerships and relationship and built an office facility for the
CATHSSETA at our Tygerberg Campus. The Minister of Higher Education and Training, Dr Blade
Nzimande, appointed Prof Oluwafemi Oguntibeju of CPUT to serve on the College Council.
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Northlink participated in the pilot project with the National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS)
to test the proposed New Student Centred Model which will be rolled out at all 50 public TVET
Colleges in the future.

In support of the Decade of the Artisan, the college participated in the Game Changer
“Apprenticeship”, initiated by the Western Cape Government and launched on 6 October 2016.

Overall, the college continues to be the preferred provider of education and training in the Western

Cape. We are proud of our service delivery and complement each staff member for the service
rendered.

The College Management sincerely thanks the Department of Higher Education and Training for

their continued support, the College Council and all our partners for their positive contribution to the
college during 2016.
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4. STRATEGIC OVERVIEW
4.1

Vision, Mission and Value Statements

VISION
Where we
want to be

MISSION
Why we
exist

The leading
provider of
Education and
Training Excellence

To provide quality,
relevant and
accredited
Education and
Training which will
address the Skills
and Developmental
needs of all
Stakeholders

STRATEGIC GOALS
AND INITIATIVES

What we are going to do

INDIVIDUAL

PERFORMANCE
How we manage our

individual performance

VALUES
How we
behave
 Ensure that innovation,
creativity and
responsiveness remain
our driving forces
 Instil a culture of integrity,
loyalty and mutual trust
and respect
 Be accountable,
transparent and promote
equality
 Be dedicated to quality
and client satisfaction
 Entrench teamwork and a
culture of lifelong learning

ORGANISATIONAL
PERFORMANCE
How we manage our

collective performance

2016 Theme: “Transformation in Action”
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4.2

Strategic Objectives

Strategic

Objective 1
Objective

Statement
Baseline

TVET COLLEGE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

To provide quality technical and vocational education and training services and increase
academic achievement and success of students.

To improve quality of technical and vocational education and training provision through
the development of teaching and learning support plans, inclusive of appropriate
student support.

Implementation of appropriate Student Support as per Student Support plan
Implementation of Teaching and Learning Plan

Monitoring of quality and impact of operations, interventions and above plans

To ensure that lecturers and students receive the support necessary for lecturers to
Justification

Links

function optimally and students to perform optimally in technical and vocational
programmes.

To ensure improvement in student success in programmes offered at the college as
well as student progression (measured in terms of pass rates).
Linked to NDP, MTSF and White Paper on PSET

Strategic

To have adequate infrastructure and systems in place to increase access and provide

Objective

To ensure institutional capacity and efficiency in terms of the provision of access and

Objective 2
Statement
Baseline
Justification
Links

effective services to students.
support services to students.

Verified headcount student enrolment 2016: 26 065 (All Registrations)
Audited number of college infrastructure and facilities on 7 campuses

100 % percentage utilisation (weekdays) of college infrastructure and facilities

To increase the number of skilled youth by expanding access to education and training
opportunities while ensuring provision of effective services to students.
Linked to NDP, MTSF and White Paper on PSET
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Strategic

Objective 3
Objective

Statement

Baseline
Justification
Links

To develop partnerships and maintain good stakeholder relations to increase the
number of students who are adequately prepared to enter the labour market or further
and higher learning opportunities.

To increase the number of students who are able to access formal or self-employment
and/or further and higher education and training opportunities.

To provide work placement opportunities for lecturing staff in order to improve quality
of teaching and learning.

Partnerships (inclusive of memoranda of agreement or understanding and/or
contracts) established in 2016: 30

Number of students (3451) and lecturing staff (80) placed for WBE and WIL.

To ensure students are adequately prepared and supported to access formal or selfemployment and/or further and higher learning opportunities.
Linked to NDP, MTSF and White Paper on PSET

Strategic

To ensure continuous business excellence in terms of good corporate governance and

Objective

To govern and steer the college to function optimally and take appropriate action

Objective 4
Statement
Baseline
Justification
Links

effectual management of all college resources as well as information and data reporting.
where deficiencies are detected.

100% Compliance with regard to Quality Audit, Data Audit and Reporting, Examination
verifications and audits; Financial audit (qualified)

To ensure the college is efficiently governed and managed within the applicable acts,
policy and regulatory frameworks and standards relevant thereto so that it functions
optimally.

Linked to NDP, MTSF and White Paper on PSET

Strategic

To monitor and evaluate all college processes in terms of the TVET College Monitoring

Objective

To monitor and report on college systemic efficiency so that appropriate action is taken

Objective 5
Statement
Baseline
Justification
Links

and Evaluation Framework and report quarterly on college performance in this regard.
where deficiencies are detected.

As reported in quarterly M&E reports in 2016 – all submitted on time and 100%
complete and accurate

To ensure monitoring and evaluation of college processes and plans are conducted
and regularly reported on.

Linked to NDP, MTSF and White Paper on PSET
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5. LEGISLATIVE AND OTHER MANDATES
5.1

Legislative Framework

In terms of Sections 25(3) and 25(4) of the Continuing Education and Training (CET) Colleges Act,
No 16 of 2006 (as amended), public technical and vocational education and training (TVET) colleges

are required to produce annual financial reports and to comply with any reasonable additional
reporting requirement established by the Minister. Moreover, Section 44 of the Act requires colleges
to annually report to the Minister in respect of its performance and its use of available resources.

In addition, these pieces of legislation govern and steer the college in terms of achievement of its
strategic and performance objectives.
o

National Qualifications Framework (NQF) Act (No 67 of 2008);

o

Skills Development Act (No 97 of 1998);

o
o
o

Higher Education (HE) Act (No 101 of 1997);

Skills Development Levies Act (no 9 of 1999); and

General and Further Education and Training Quality Assurance Act (No 58 of 2001).

In addition, the White Paper for Post-School Education and Training mandates delivery and strategic
priorities in the TVET colleges sector. Other policy mandates include:
o

National Trade Testing Regulations;

o

National Skills Development Strategy;

o
o
o
5.2

SETA Grant Regulations;

Public TVET College Attendance and Punctuality Policy; and

Policy on the Conduct of National Examinations and Assessment.
Annual Cycle of Reporting

The final annual reports of the TVET colleges must be submitted to the Department on the last day
of June the following year. These reports, referred to in Sections 25 and 44 of the CET Colleges
Act, must include:
o

a report on the overall management and governance of the college;

o

duly audited annual financial statements; and

o
o

a report on its overall performance and use of available resources;

any additional information required by the Minister in terms of the Act.
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The table below reflects the periods during which audits will be conducted annually for enrolment dataset of
the previous academic year as per “Audit and Verification of TVET College Enrolment Policy”.
External audit by the Auditor-General of South Africa

April to May annually

Departmental Verification

February to March annually

Internal audit by college-appointed auditors

Annual report submission with unaudited headcount
(electronic copy)

Annual financial statements (unaudited) submission
Annual financial statements (audited) submission

Annual report submission with audited headcount

As per agreed Internal Audit Plan
31 March of year of audit
31 March of year of audit
30 June of year of audit

30 June of year of audit
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6. HIGH-LEVEL ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

Vacant DHET positions in
the above structure
Senior Manager: New
Business/Occupational Unit

Acting positions in the
above structure

Deputy Principal: Finance

Number of
educator staff
443

Number of
support staff
300
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PART B: PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
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1. COLLEGE PERFORMANCE AND ORGANISATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
1.1

Performance Environment

Geographic location: Northlink is an urban college situated in the Northern Metropole of the City of
Cape Town, Western Cape, with a Central Office and seven Campuses all within a 30 km radius.

o The challenges the Western Cape province currently face is firstly that job creation has not kept

pace with economic growth; secondly, the youth unemployment has grown into a serious
challenge; and lastly, a shortage of skills in the labour force act as a constraint on growth and job
creation.

o The main drivers of the local economy are the services sector (security, tourism, hospitality,

finance, insurance and business services) and the goods-producing sector by the agricultural
value chain (including primary production, food processing and beverages).

o The Western Cape Province wants to stimulate economic growth through initiatives such as the
Economic Development Agency, red tape reduction, infrastructure development, skills

development and the Expanded Public Works Programme, Transport and Rural Development
and the City of Cape Town programme.

o Northlink College formed partnerships with the Department of Economic Development and
Tourism, Transport and Rural Development, Public Works and the City of Cape Town to increase

the number of skilled learners in all trades by means of CBMT, learnerships and artisanship

training. Northlink is also involved in a CHEC / TVET forum where all the universities are
represented and where the focus is to improve articulation and strengthen collaboration on
various levels and terrains.
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1.2

Organisational Environment

STRENGTHS






Provider

national)

Large proportion of highly qualified staff



Effective and well integrated Total Quality



Embarked on new technological approach



Competent and stable management
Management System

Good projects in collaboration with



well as international partners



quality



College facilities of good standard and

Stable and sound Student Governance

WEAKNESSES









Student connectivity and bandwidth

Not enough staffing for support services

such as student tracking / placements and
monitoring of students in the work place
Educator work placements

Financial Aid for occupational and skills

programmes

Throughput and Certification rates / poor

employment

Broader community collaborations and

local project opportunities

More focus on Work placements (WIL,

internships) for staff and students
Collaboration and articulation

opportunities with Higher Education
institutions and Seta’s

Technology open days and short online

courses

Sourcing of alternate funding sources

Growing opportunities for international

THREATS







Large number of students struggle with



and unhealthy conditions at home.



psycho-socio behaviour issues, trauma

delivery and other areas such as

projects

pass rate in Engineering

Poor student attendance

Growing opportunities for occupational

entrepreneurship to improve self-

Strong in partnerships (regional and

industry and SETA’s, local government as







Late publication of results and issuing of

Certificates by National Department

Student unrest related to Bursary matters

EXTERNAL / SECTORIAL

INTERNAL / ORGANISATIONAL



Strong Brand and Preferred Education

OPPORTUNITIES

Legislative changes and impact on staff –

restrictive (63%) DHET funding formula
Growing demand for increased student

numbers, but lack of financial support for
infrastructural development

Lack of employment opportunities and

weak economy

Fast E- and technological development
Strong competitors

Poor public perception of TVET

Slow amendment of curriculums to

industry demands

Northlink College envisages with its strategic objectives to improve the quality of education and
training and to establish centres of excellence in order to remain the institution of change. The
college strive to be responsive to the needs of the stakeholders of TVET and to build stronger

links with business and industry to keep the finger on the pulse about the needs and latest trends.
Overall we want to contribute to the employment preparation and economic growth of the country.
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2. PERFORMANCE REPORTING
2.1



Significant Achievements during the 2016 Academic Year

The appointment of Pat Lawrence as the Campus Manager of Belhar Campus



Increased internet connectivity in collaboration with TENET



Strengthened procurement process with the support of PURCO



Initiation of NLC Nutrition Project in conjunction with the Peninsula Feeding Scheme and
served over 3000 meals per day to deserving students.



10 of 32 awards in the Western Cape Awards were awarded to Nothlink students and 3 of



Annual Graduation Ceremony held on 11 June 2017, where thousands of students received



Nothlink College received the PMR “Diamond Arrow” award in the marketing environment

the 5 Overall Award were received by Northlink College
Certificates, Diplomas and Special Awards.


2.2

An office facility for the CATHSSETA was built at our Tygerberg Campus.
Annual Performance Achievements

STRATEGIC

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

OBJECTIVES

TVET

TVET

COLLEGE

COLLEGE

PLANNED

ACHIEVEMENT

2016

TARGET

2016

SO 1

Appropriate teaching and learning

1

and vocational
education and

Appropriate student support plan

1

1

NC(V) L4

55%

50%

N6 (%)

45%

75%

To provide
quality technical
training services
and increase
academic

achievement

and success of
students

support plan developed and
implemented (n)

developed and implemented (n)
Improved certification rates in:
N3 &

65%

47%

Funded NC(V) L4 students obtaining

15%

16%

Successful completion of bridging or

foundational learning programmes (%)
Students completing artisan-related
programmes (n)
SO2

To have

adequate

55%

49%

qualification within stipulated time (%)

45%

80%
5 487

9 209

Established centre/s of specialisation

2

0

Headcount enrolment (n)

18 747

17 253

(COS) (n)

Students accommodated in college
accommodation (n)

REMARKS

1

Throughput rate (%)

Progression rate (%)

EXPLANATORY

322

322
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infrastructure
and systems in
place to

increase access

Qualifying students obtaining financial
assistance (n)

8 763

Number of new infrastructure built

10 434
1

and provide
effective
services to
students
SO3

To develop
partnerships

and maintain
good
stakeholder
relations to

increase the
number of

students who

Number of existing facilities refurbished
or upgraded to increase access

0

Occupation and utilisation of college

100%

100%

Beneficial and functional college

45

62

TVET lecturers placed in workplaces for

60

80

facilities

partnerships (n)

specified periods (n)

Number of signed and implemented

1

agreements with other PSET institutions
to allow student articulation in HE or
further learning

Number of signed and implemented

enter the labour

in occupational programmes.

market or further

Regional
Office

are adequately
prepared to

CATHSSETA
Building

Cape

Peninsula
University of
Technology:
60 IT

62

agreements to allow student articulation

students

12 at

Government
Institutions;

14 at Various
SETAS;

and higher
learning

36 at Private
companies,

opportunities

TVET students placed in

1 500

3 800

Compliance to governance standards

100%

100%

Obtaining unqualified audits

0

1

workplaces/industry for specified periods

NGO’s and
NPO’s

for work exposure, experiential learning
SO4

To ensure

continuous
business

and/or certification purposes (n)
(%)

excellence in

corporate
governance and
all college
resources as

audit –

Qualified

terms of good

effectual
management of

Statutory

System

(quality) audit
Compliance to policies and regulations
applicable to the TVET College sector

100%

100%

- Clear

(%)
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well as
information and
data reporting
SO5

To monitor and
evaluate all

Compliance with national policy of
college examination centres conducting

100%

5 Campuses
at 100%

examinations and assessments (%)

2 Campuses
at 97%

Accurate M&E quarterly reports

4

submitted (n)

4

college
processes in

terms of the
framework for
TVET college
performance
and report

quarterly in this
regard

2.3

College Achievement in terms of Expected Outcomes
Outcome

No

1.
2.

Indicator

Headcount
enrolments (n)

Certification rates
in TVET
qualifications (%)

2016/17
Planned

TVET College
2016 Planned

TVET College
2016

829 000

18 747

17 253

NC(V) L4: 40%

NC(V) L4: 55%

NC(V) L4: 50%

National Target

N3: 65%
N6: 45%

Target

N3: 65%
N6: 45%

Compliance with

national policy of

3.

college

examination

centre/s
conducting national

4.

(%)

N3: 55%
N6: 75%

100%

100%

6.

are

underperforming

2 Campuses at
97%

10%

accommodated in
public TVET
college

49%

47%

322

322

8 763

10 434

accommodation (n)
Qualifying TVET
students obtaining

Engineering
studies’ results

100%

Students

5.

Remarks

5 Campuses at

examinations and
assessments (%)
Throughput rate

Achievement

Explanatory

200 000

Engineering

studies’ results
are

underperforming
Tygerberg and
Belhar

Campuses
More students
applied for
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No

Outcome
Indicator

financial

2016/17

TVET College

TVET College

National Target

Target

Achievement

Planned

2016 Planned

2016

assistance (n)

7.
8.

Funded NC(V) L4

students obtaining

qualification within

stipulated time (%)
Compliance to
governance

standards (%)

Explanatory
Remarks
NSFAS

bursaries

15%

15%

16%

100%

100%

60

80

Engineering

studies for NCV
are

underperforming

TVET lecturers

9.

placed in
workplaces for

specified periods
(n)
TVET students
placed in

SACCI

workplaces/industr

10.

y for specified

periods for work
exposure,

experiential

compulsory work
1 500

3 800

certification
purposes (n)

11.

foundation or
bridging

occupational

learnerships and
apprenticeships

learning and/or
TVET students
enrolled in

placement and

0

158

0%

0

5 900

9 209

programmes (n)

12.
13.

Success rate in
foundation

programme
Students

completing artisanrelated

programmes (n)

Nated

engineering
growth
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2.4

Strategy to deal with underperformance
QUALITY MANAGEMENT: The college has an appropriate Quality Management process in
place which regularly identifies the risk areas in consultation with the applicable Process

Owners. Non-compliance is tabled at monthly Quality Management Meetings and appropriate
intervention are implemented to rectify matters with the applicable officials

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES: The necessary policies and procedures are developed,
approved and implemented. Management meetings are held on a monthly basis and all
policies are enforced. Appropriate action is instituted for non-compliance.

GOVERNANCE: The College Council and its Committee structures ensure appropriate action

and attendance to be given to areas of risk, as well as the appropriate management response.
This is contained in the reports and minutes of the applicable governance structures, including
the internal and external audits.
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PART C: GOVERNANCE
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1.

INTERNAL

APPOINTEES

COLLEGE

APPOINTEES

APPOINTEE

MINISTERIAL

o

CONSTITUTION OF THE COLLEGE COUNCIL AND GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES
Names of council chairperson and members as well as their designated functions:

Title Name
Mr

Guy Harris

Appointment

Designation

Mr
Mr
Prof
Mrs

Alana James

External - Section 10(4)(b)
External - Section 10(4)(b)
External - Section
10(4)(b)
External - Section
10(4)(b)
External - Section 10(6)

External Council Member
External Council Member
External Council Member

Mr

Hermanus Smidt
Juwa Dimande
Oluwafemi
Oguntibeju
Mlungisi Mazana

Mrs

Yolanda Pillay*

External - Section 10(6)

External Council
Member
External Council Member

Mr

Craig Wright

External - Section 10(6)

External Council Member

Miss
Mrs
Mr
Mrs

Anel De Bruyn
Melanie Jackson
Leon Beech
Alma Janse van
Rensburg
Una Finnucane

External – Section 10(6)
External – Section 10(6)
Internal College Member
Internal College Member

Bradford van
Reizig
Alfonso Stober

Internal College Member

External Council Member
External Council Member
Principal
College Staff Council
Member
College Staff Council
Member
College Staff Council
Member
SRC Council Member

Ms
Mr
Mr

* Resigned in August 2016


External - Section 10(4)(b)

Internal College Member
Internal College Member

External Council Member

External Council Member

Function

Deputy Chair: College
Council / Chair:
Planning and Resource
/ Audit & Risk
Planco
Finco/Employco
Academic Board
Chair: Employment
Committee
Chair: College
Council
Chair: Audit & Risk
Committee
Chair: Finance
Committee / Audit &
Risk
Legal
Donor
Principal
Lecturer / Academic
Support Staff Member
Academic Board
Member
Student Representative
President

Appointments made in the year in terms of sections 10(4) and 10(6) of the CET Act;

Ms Anele De Bruyn, Ms Melanie Jackson and Professor Oluwafemi Oluntibeju were appointed
as external members. The college is awaiting the Minister’s confirmation of the appointments
of Ms Anele De Bruyn and Ms Melanie Jackson. Ms Una Finnucane was appointed to

represent the support staff. Mrs Alana James took over the position of Chairperson of the
College Council.


Meetings held;

Four (4) College Council meetings were held during 2016 and four (4) meetings for each of the
committees.
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Performance in terms of its statutory functions, explained in section 10(1)-(3) of the CET
Act;

Northlink College Council performance and functions were 100% in compliance to Section
10(1) -(3) of the CET Act as well as the DHET Recommended Council Operating Procedures.

The Northlink College Council established the Sub Committees, namely, The Executive
Committee of the Council; Academic Board; Employment Committee; Audit and Risk
Committee; Financial Committee; as well as the Planning and Resource Committee. The

relevant committees were involved in the development of policies which was approved by the
Council. Areas of importance as reflected in the Act, such as implementation of Student

Support Services, the development of a Language Policy and Admissions Policy were only

some of the policies that were developed by the Academic Board and recommended for
approval at the Council. Tuition- and accommodation fees and the College Budget were dealt

with in the Finance Committee before approval was given at the College Council. As part of
the College Quality Management system, all policies are reviewed annually.
2.

COLLEGE PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Communities served by the College and its contribution within these communities
during the operational year:



Nothlink offered various ECD programmes upon request at its Goodwood Campus
as well as to offsite learners at various skill centres



Career guidance was offered at some of the local schools



Northlink is involved in numerous companies in its surrounding areas concerning their



o

Northlink is involved in various corporate social investment projects.

Northlink embarked on various community awareness projects
training needs.

Reports on achievement of the college in terms of the strategic sub-outcome targets

Strategic

Objective 1
Objective

Statement
Actions
taken

TVET COLLEGE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

To provide quality technical and vocational education and training services and
increase academic achievement and success of students.

To improve quality of technical and vocational education and training provision
through the development of teaching and learning support plans, inclusive of
appropriate student support.

Implementation of appropriate Student Support as per Student Support plan
Implementation of Teaching and Learning Plan
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Monitoring of quality and impact of operations, interventions and above plans
To ensure that lecturers and students receive the support necessary for

lecturers to function optimally and students to perform optimally in technical and

Justification vocational programmes.

To ensure improvement in student success in programmes offered at the college

Links

as well as student progression (measured in terms of pass rates).
Linked to NDP, MTSF and White Paper on PSET

Strategic

To have adequate infrastructure and systems in place to increase access and

Objective

To ensure institutional capacity and efficiency in terms of the provision of access

Objective 2
Statement
Actions
taken

Justification
Links
Strategic

Objective 3
Objective

Statement
Actions
taken

Justification
Links
Strategic

Objective 4

provide effective services to students.
and support services to students.

Verified headcount student enrolment 2016: 26 065 (All Registrations)
Audited number of college infrastructure and facilities on 7 campuses

100 % percentage utilisation (weekdays) of college infrastructure and facilities

To increase the number of skilled youth by expanding access to education and

training opportunities while ensuring provision of effective services to students.
Linked to NDP, MTSF and White Paper on PSET

To develop partnerships and maintain good stakeholder relations to increase the

number of students who are adequately prepared to enter the labour market or
further and higher learning opportunities.

To increase the number of students who are able to access formal or self-

employment and/or further and higher education and training opportunities.

To provide work placement opportunities for lecturing staff in order to improve
quality of teaching and learning.

Partnerships (inclusive of memoranda of agreement or understanding and/or
contracts) established in 2016: 30

Number of students (3451) and lecturing staff (80) placed for WBE and WIL.

To ensure students are adequately prepared and supported to access formal or
self-employment and/or further and higher learning opportunities.
Linked to NDP, MTSF and White Paper on PSET

To ensure continuous business excellence in terms of good corporate governance

and effectual management of all college resources as well as information and data
reporting.
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Objective

To govern and steer the college to function optimally and take appropriate action

Actions

100% Compliance with regard to Quality Audit, Data Audit and Reporting,

Statement
taken

where deficiencies are detected.

Examination verifications and audits; Financial audit (qualified)

To ensure the college is efficiently governed and managed within the applicable

Justification acts, policy and regulatory frameworks and standards relevant thereto so that it
functions optimally.

Links

Linked to NDP, MTSF and White Paper on PSET
To monitor and evaluate all college processes in terms of the TVET College

Strategic

Objective 5
Objective

Statement
Actions
taken

Monitoring and Evaluation Framework and report quarterly on college
performance in this regard.

To monitor and report on college systemic efficiency so that appropriate action is
taken where deficiencies are detected.

As reported in quarterly M&E reports in 2016 – all submitted on time and 100%
complete and accurate

Justification
Links

To ensure monitoring and evaluation of college processes and plans are
conducted and regularly reported on.

Linked to NDP, MTSF and White Paper on PSET

Sub-Outcome 2 Targets

The following systemic targets relate to sub-outcome 2 of Outcome 5 of the 2014-2019 MTSF.
Sub-outcome 2:

Increase access and success in programmes leading to intermediate

and high level learning.
No

1.

2.

3.

Outcome
Indicator

Headcount
enrolments (n)
Certification
rates in TVET
qualifications
(%)

Compliance with
national policy of
college

2016/17
Planned
National Target

TVET College
2016 Planned
Target

TVET College
2016
Achievement

829 000

18 747

17 253

NC(V) L4: 40%
N3: 65%
N6: 45%

55%
65%
45%

50%
55%
74%

Engineering
Studies results
underperforming

100%

100%

100%

Compliance

Explanatory
Remarks

Distance
Learning
Nated excluded
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No

Outcome
Indicator
examination
centre/s
conducting
national
examinations
and
assessments
(%)

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

2016/17
Planned
National Target

Throughput rate
(%)

49%

Students
accommodated
in public TVET
college
accommodation
(n)

Qualifying TVET
students
obtaining
financial
assistance (n)
Funded NC(V)
L4 students
obtaining
qualification
within stipulated
time (%)
Compliance to
governance
standards (%)

TVET lecturers
placed in
workplaces for
specified periods
(n)
TVET students
placed in
workplaces/indu
stry for specified
periods for work

TVET College
2016 Planned
Target

322

200 000

8 763

TVET College
2016
Achievement

Explanatory
Remarks

47%

Engineering
Studies
underperforming

322

Tygerberg
Campus
Belhar Campus

10 434

More students
applied for
NSFAS
bursaries

15%

15%

16%

Engineering
Studies for NCV
is
underperforming

100%

100%

100%

Compliance

60

80

SACCI &
Learnerships

3 800

SACCI
compulsory work
placement and
Occupational
Learnerships

1 500
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Outcome
Indicator

No

exposure,
experiential
learning and/or
certification
purposes (n)

2016/17
Planned
National Target

Students
completing
artisan-related
programmes (n)

11.

Established
centre/s of
specialisation

12.

TVET College
2016 Planned
Target

TVET College
2016
Achievement

5 900

9 209

2

0

Explanatory
Remarks
and
Apprenticeships

Nated
Engineering
growth

Sub-outcome 4: Increase access to occupationally-directed programmes in needed areas

and thereby expand the availability of intermediate level skills with a special focus on artisan
skills.
No

1.
3.

Outcome Indicator
Students completing artisanrelated programmes (n)

2019/20 National
Target

24,000 qualified
artisans

TVET College
Target
5 900

Timeframe for
Reporting
Progress
Annually

RISK MANAGEMENT

Northlink’s Risk Management process commenced in 2013 and all College Management members
were involved in the process. Since the inception of this process, the College on a regular basis

identifies and assesses risks that impacts its business strategy. Each risk that is identified is

assessed and its probability and potential impact are determined. The risks are evaluated and the
controls are identified, both new and existing, to minimise the impact of the risk. Ownership and
accountability for the risk activities are identified. This enables the College to validate risk coverage

and foster a culture in which management understand their role in executing the College’s risk
strategy.

The College adopted the Department Higher Education and Training (DHET) Risk Management

Policy and has a Risk Management process which plays and integral role in influencing behaviours,
coordination of activities, establishing communication protocols, and facilitating risk reporting.
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The Management of the college deems Risk Management and integral part of the college processes,
therefore Risk Management a standing item on the monthly Quality Management Review Meeting.

At the Quality Management Review meetings reports are given on any status changes. An electronic
risk register is kept and an action plan was developed to address all risks with a “Very High”, “High”

and “Medium” rating. The Risk Register is submitted to the Audit and Risk Committee of the College
Council on a quarterly basis.

An annual review of the risk register is conducted to determine if the risks are still valid, if the controls

that were instituted lowered the Effectiveness Rating of the risks as well as to determine if additional
controls are needed to mitigate the risks.
4.

REPORTS BY COMMITTEES OF COUNCIL

4.1 Audit and Risk Committee

The Audit and Risk Committee is a Council Committee whose members are independent of the

College, Executive Management and free from any business or other relationship that could

materially interfere with exercising their independent/objective judgment as member of the Audit and
Risk Committee.

The Audit and Risk Committee had four meetings during 2016. In line with Risk Management
requirements the Committee considered the various risk facing the College and conducted its
meetings to ensure that it developed mitigating responses for the material risks identified.

The following matters of importance were discussed and recommended to the Council, where
appropriate:


Supporting and recommending to the Council, for consideration, the draft Annual Financial

Statements for 2015, including the going concern assessment and the duties of Council vis
avis the Annual Financial statements for auditing and the adoption of the Audited Financial
Statements for 2016;



Supporting and recommending to the Council, for consideration, the Institutional Risk



Supporting and recommending to the Council, for consideration, additional revised



Supporting and recommending to the Council, for consideration, the Risk Management



Reviewing the various reports as tabled the Internal Auditors being KPMG with various



Adopting and concluding the SABS Management Systems Audit of which no non-

Register;

Financial Policies as issued by the DHET and required by the College;
Implementation Plan for 2017;

recommendations to the Council;

conformance was raised during the surveillance audit.
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Confirming the external auditors being the Auditor General of South Africa’s Audit Strategy



Agreeing that further engagement take place to ascertain the Key Performance Indicators to



and Fees for the financial year ending 31 December 2016;

be used to determine if the College’s benchmark performance was being met in terms of
management and its responsibilities;

Discussing and noting the various reports that relates to its function requirements.

Based on the information provided in the various reports above, it is evident that Risk

Management is an integral part of the strategic and operational activities of the College and not

a standalone process driven by its own. The Committee will continue with its work to ensure that
College Risk and Predetermined Objectives are reviewed and monitored during 2017.

The Committee was disappointed that an unqualified audit was not received despite extensive
efforts. We will continue to engage with External Auditors to try and achieve this preferably in
2017.

The outsourced Internal audit function continued to perform well and provided a valuable part of
the combined assurance.

Reports from the Internal and External auditors are actioned with intent and there is mutual
respect between management and the two sets of auditors.
4.2

Finance Committee

The Finance Committee is a Council Committee whose members are independent of the
College and the Executive Management and free from any business or other relationship that
could materially interfere with exercising their independent/objective judgement as member of
the Financial Committee.

The Finance Committee held 4 meetings during 2016. The following matters of importance were

discussed and recommended to the Audit and Risk Committee and to the College Council,
where appropriate:


Supporting and recommending to the Council, for consideration, the Audited Financial



Confirming the External Auditors, being the Auditor General, their Client Service & Audit



Approving the proposed external audit fees for 2015;



Discussing and noting the various reports in relationship to its function and that as tasked





Statements for 2015;

Plan for the year ending 31 December 2016;

Approving the Internal Audit Plan and associated fees;
by the External and Internal Auditors; and

Discussing and recommending to Council the various quarterly reports as tabled by the
Finance Department of the College.
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In 2016, the Committee continued to focus on cost consciousness and effectiveness and
sustainable resource generation.

Special focus was that of funding for capital expenditure, to ensure a sustainable asset base,

as well as improvement to the credit management process to address the qualification in the
financial statements.

Based on the information provided in the various reports as tabled at each meeting during 2016,

it is evident that good financial management is an integral part of the strategic and operational
activities of the College and not a standalone process driven only by the Audit and Risk

Committee. To this fact, the Finance Committee will strive to ensure that the College remains
financially sound and a going concern.
4.3

Employment Committee

The College Council Employment Committee (EmployCo) had four meetings during 2016.
The Committee attended various workshops that effected the employment of staff at the

College relating to both categories of employment at the College being contractual staff as well
as staff seconded by the DHET.

The Committee further approved training interventions for the establishment of the College

Employment Equity Forum., reviewed the performance appraisals of staff and monitored the

Misconduct, Incapacity and Grievance reports on a quarterly basis. The Committee was also
active in the selection and interviewing processes of staff for promotion posts and finally
adopting the EmployCo Charter.
4.4

Planning and Resource Committee

During its four meetings the Planning and Resource Committee discussed, reviewed and
monitored the following;


the DHET Operational Plan for 2016



the College Strategic Plan for 2016




the Annual Performance Plan applicable for 2016
various reports received from Management or other College Committees

Input was received from the Committee towards the above plans, the key business drivers,

targets for 2016, the College’s goals, proposed game changes and the theme and values for
2016.

Feedback was given on the progress and status of the above matters during the course of the

year. External council members were also invited and attended the Management Planning
workshop in September 2016 to give input into the plans of 2017.

Given the importance of stakeholders and communication, the terms of reference have been
adjusted to include those aspects in 2017.
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At the start of the year the Committee was chaired by Alana James but when she took over as

Chair of Council, Mr Guy Harris took over chairmanship of the Planning and Resources
Committee
5.

ACADEMIC BOARD REPORT
The Academic Board consist of 37 members, two from College Council, two from SRC and the
rest from Northlink College Managers and educator staff. The Academic Board had four
meetings during 2016 which was chaired by the Deputy Principal: Education and Training of

Northlink College, Mr Leon Beech. Academic Board reports were presented at the College
Council meetings for noting.
6.

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL REPORT
The Student Representative Council/ Student Council (SRC/SC) consists of 46 members across

7 campuses. These members are governed by the SRC Constitution to serve their fellow
students. The SRC are selected on an annual basis. The SRC is supported and managed by
the Student Support Services Department.

The SRC attended the yearly induction training camp as facilitated by the Student Support

Services Department with College Management as well as various informative and training

courses during the year that related to the SRC. The SRC was also required to participate in
national meetings of which member representation was determined by the members.

The SRC has representation on the College Council Board and various student matters was

directed and cleared between the SRC and College Management on a monthly basis during the
year and as required from time to time. The SRC also represents the students on the Financial

Aid Committee to clear matters on a monthly basis or as required with specific reference to
NSFAS. NSFAS remained a challenge for the year for the SRC and matters were not always
resolved due to the limitations at NSFAS. The SRC also attended imperative meetings such as;

DHET Portfolio Committee Meeting, College Council, Academic Board meetings during the
year.
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PART D: FINANCIAL INFORMATION
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2016 FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
The 2016 financial year, given the adoption of GRAP with effect 2015, did not deliver a positive
result with the years reported results, ending with a negative result of R 20,9m (2015: Loss of

R29,2m. GRAP Restated for accounting purposes). The College however ended with a positive
cash surplus of R 7,8m (2015: R15,7m).

The College transferred its permanent employees to the DHET’s Persal System during 2015
which once again resulted in a substantial loss to the College of interest revenue as well as

having to apply the new DHET, College Subsidy System, which is not in line with that of the
College financial year.

The financial results as presented, has not been adjusted due to the qualified audit report issued
by the Auditor-General of South Africa for 2016 as explained in detail in their report as included
in the annual report containing the College full set of issued financial statements.

The audit opinion received does not relate to fraud or mismanagement of College funds, but to
the interpretations on the adoption of GRAP in terms of the Prescription Act relating to student
debt and payments received not being able to be allocated for periods prior to 2014.

The College remains positive on the fact that the Prescription Act should be accounted for but

however was required to impair debt at a value of R 23,7m relating to periods prior to 2014.
Given the effect of the impairment, the College after making provision for all possible liabilities
and applying the GRAP requirements, ended its financial year with a surplus of R 2,7m.

The College Council has undertaken to assist the College to ensure that the Auditor-General of

South Africa, in future reports on the College results without any qualifications and that the

Council Committees will, as in the past, be of great support and reliance in the financial
management of the College affairs.

The College remains focused on growth and invested R 8,6m (2015: R11,5m) on new capital

items and infrastructure improvement. The College remains committed to expansion and
infrastructure development. The cash flow forecast for 2017 is positive which will ensure that the
College retains its ability to meet its expenses and liabilities and remain a going concern.
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NORTHLINK COLLEGE

Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2016

These reports and statements comprise the annual financial statements presented for audit:
ABBREVIATIONS

Annual Financial Statements

Auditor - General of South Africa
Accounting Standards Board

Department of Higher Education and Training

AFS

AGSA
ASB

DHET

Generally Recognised Accounting Practice

GRAP

South African Revenue Services

SARS

International Public Sector Accounting Standards
Value Added Tax

CET Act No.16 of 2006, as amended

Non-PERSAL, Non-Capital Expenditure

IPSAS
VAT

CET Act

NPNC
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NORTHLINK COLLEGE

Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2016
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NORTHLINK COLLEGE
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2016
GENERAL INFORMATION
Controlling entity
Financial Statements relate to
Domicile, legal form and jurisdiction

Nature of business and principal
activities
Councillors

Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET)

NORTHLINK COLLEGE (Individual entity and not group)
The College is a Public Technical and Vocational Education and Training
College, constituted in terms of the Continuing Education and Training Act
No. 16 of 2006, as amended (CET Act), and operates within the Republic of
South Africa.
To provide continuing education and training to registered students for all
learning and training programmes leading to qualifications or part
qualifications at levels 1 to 4 of the National Qualifications Framework.
Ms A James (Deputy Chairperson to Chairperson) from 26 May 2016
Mr G Harris (Chairperson to Deputy Chairperson) until 25 May 2016
Mr LB Beech (CEO)
Mr J Dimande
Mr M Mzana
Mr C Wright
Mr H Smidt
Mr B Van Reizig
Ms A Janse van Rensburg
Ms Y Pillay - Resigned : August 2016
Mr A Stober (SRC) (2016)
Ms W Sinke (SRC)(2016)
Prof O Onguntibeju - Appointed : 11 May 2016
Ms M Jackson (Nominated but awaiting approval)
Ms A De Bruyn (Nominated but awaiting approval)
Mr C Coetzee (Deputy CEO: Academic)*
Mr NE Maggot (Deputy CEO: Corporate Services)*
Mrs T van der Merwe(Deputy CEO:Innovation & Development)*
Mr MD van Rooyen (CFO: Acting)*

Principal

* These persons highlighted above serve as observers only on the current
council and form part of the executive management team of the College.
LB Beech

Acting Deputy Principal Finance

MD van Rooyen (CA) SA

Registered office

80 Voortrekker Road, Bellville, 7530

Business address

80 Voortrekker Road, Bellville, 7530

Postal address

Private Bag X1, Panorama, 7506

Bankers

Nedbank Limited

Auditors

Auditor - General of South Africa

Preparer

The annual financial statements were compiled under the supervision of the
Acting Deputy Principal - Finance, MD van Rooyen CA(SA)
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NORTHLINK COLLEGE

Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31
December 2016
Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2016
Note

2016
R

2015*
R

71 676 728

84 987 217

7 825 578
41 123 831

15 741 479
54 849 481

141 708 342

148 562 418

141 708 342

148 562 418

213 385 070

233 549 635

99 173 152

98 097 909

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables from exchange transactions
Other receivables from non-exchange transactions, including
taxes and transfers
Inventories
Other investments

3
4
5
6
8

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

9

Total assets

-

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Operating lease liability
Trade and other payables from exchange transactions
Taxes and transfers payable
Provisions
Unspent conditional grants and receipts
Borrowings
Finance lease liability

21 882 000
644 850
200 469

7
10
11
11
12
13
14

13 429 482
763 736
203 039

96 379 787
2 095 286
590 853
107 226

170 033
95 278 685
1 942 675
169 250
537 266
-

11 803 694

12 062 881

11 437 340
366 354

33 597
12 029 284
-

Total liabilities

110 976 846

110 160 791

Net assets

102 408 221

123 388 840

Accumulated surplus / (deficit)

102 408 221

123 388 840

Total net assets and liabilities

213 385 070

233 549 635

Non-current liabilities
Operating lease liability
Borrowings
Finance lease liability

* Restated as disclosed in note 31 to the financial statements.

7
13
14

-
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NORTHLINK COLLEGE

Annual Financial Statements for the year
ended 31 December 2016
Statement of Financial Performance
Note
Revenue
Revenue from exchange transactions

2016
R

2015*
R

141 314 441

136 000 517

133 495 127
3 701 455
1 060 044
1 055 025
2 002 790

125 645 277
3 277 974
409 746
1 358 094
5 309 427

199 836 326

158 818 173

199 836 326

158 818 173

341 150 767

294 818 690

232 346 961
26 980 097
15 441 891
2 076 794
14 120 499
1 176 992
2 276 199
5 421 616
8 486 408
2 358 621
2 309 072

216 602 583
10 718 925
13 731 919
3 179 976
12 185 787
1 226 925
2 430 978
5 026 379
7 476 745
2 756 125
1 458 762

Total expenses

362 131 386

324 105 732

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year

(20 980 619)

(29 287 042)

Tuition and related fees
Sale of goods and rendering of services
Rental of facilities and equipment
Investment income
Other income

15
16
17
18
19

Revenue from non-exchange
transactions
Government grants and subsidies

20

Total revenue
Expenses
Employee related costs and DHET
management fee
Debt impairment
Depreciation and amortisation
Repairs and maintenance
Contracted services
Finance costs
Business Unit Expenses
Printing and stationery
Network and communication costs
Travel, accommodation and entertainment
Students expenses
Student program costs and learning
materials
General expenses

21
22
23
24
25
26

27

27 351 492
21 784 743

28 559 489
18 751 138

* Restated as disclosed in note 31 to the
financial statements.
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NORTHLINK COLLEGE
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December
2016
Statement of Changes in Net Assets

Note

38
Accumulated Surplus

Balance at 31 December 2014 as previously reported
Correction of errors*
Balance at 01 January 2015 as restated
Deficit for the year
Correction of errors*
Balance at 01 January 2016 as restated
Deficit for the year
Balance at 31 December 2016

31
31

R
155 978639
(3 302 756)
152 675 882
(30 801 601)
1 514 559
123 388 840
(20 980 619)
102 408 221

Total: Net Assets
R
155 978 639
(3 691 957)
152 675 882
(30 801 601)
1 514 559
123 388 840
(20 980 619)
102 408 221

* Restated as disclosed in note 31 to the financial statements.
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NORTHLINK COLLEGE
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31
December 2016
Cash Flow Statement
Note

2016
R

2015*
R

Cash flows from operating activities
Receipts
Tuition fees
Sale of goods and rendering of services
Government grants and subsidies
Interest
Other Receipts

113 552 916
4 457 809
45 419 605
1 055 025
12 254 901

106 246 019
2 960 352
69 065 939
1 358 094
3 978 294

Payments
Employee costs
Suppliers
Finance costs

(89 812 664)
(85 016 476)
(1 176 992)

(108 581 350)
(69 338 852)
(1 226 925)

734 124

4 461 571

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of capital assets
Movement in investments and interests

(8 587 817)
2 570

(11 529 853)
(11 395)

Net cash flows from investing activities

(8 585 247)

(11 541 248)

(538 358)
473 580

(488 379)
-

(64 778)

(488 379)

(7 915 901)
15 741 479
7 825 578
-

(7 568 056)
23 309 535
15 741 479

Net cash flows from operating activities

29

Cash flows from financing activities
Repayment of long-term borrowings
Net cash effect of finance lease liability
Net cash flows from financing activities
Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year
* Restated as disclosed in note 31 to the financial
statements.

3

-
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NORTHLINK COLLEGE
Notes to the Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 December 2016
1.00

ACCOUNTING POLICIES

1.01

Presentation of Financial Statements and Basis of preparation
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting
Practice (GRAP) and in the manner prescribed by the Minister of Higher Education and Training in terms of the
Continuing Education and Training Act No. 16 of 2006, as amended.
These financial statements have been prepared on an accrual basis of accounting and are in accordance with the
historical cost convention as the basis of measurement, unless specified otherwise. They are presented in South
African Rand.
In the absence of an approved and effective Standard of GRAP, accounting policies for material transactions, events
or conditions were developed in accordance with paragraphs 8, 10 and 11 of GRAP 3 as read with Directive 5.
Assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses were not offset, except where offsetting is either required or permitted by a
Standard of GRAP.
A summary of the significant accounting policies are disclosed below.
The presentation and classification and these accounting policies are consistent with the previous year, except for the
changes set out in note 30

1.02

Presentation currency
These financial statements are presented in South African Rand, which is the functional currency of the College.

1.03

Going concern assumption
Management and council have made the assessment that the entity is a going concern and the financial statements
have been prepared on a going concern basis.

1.04

Significant judgements and sources of estimation uncertainty
The use of judgement, estimates and assumptions is inherent to the process of preparing financial statements. These
judgements, estimates and assumptions affect the amounts presented in the financial statements. Uncertainties about
these estimates and assumptions could result in outcomes that require a material adjustment to the carrying amount
of the relevant asset or liability in future periods.
Judgements
In the process of applying these accounting policies, management has made the following judgements that may have
a significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements:
Programme funding
During the audit of the 2015 AFS, the AG expressed the view that the portion of the programme funding which is
retained by DHET for paying salaries through PERSAL, is in fact a service in kind.:
Programme funding is allocated to the College by DHET in terms of the CET Act and the National Norms and
Standards for funding of TVET Colleges and is determined by the estimated Full Time Equivalent Students (FTEs) of
the College. The allocation is done based on the projected FTEs for the year and if the College fails to register the
projected FTEs, a portion of the programme funding can be clawed back in the following year.
A portion of the programme funding is paid via PERSAL by DHET, directly to the DHET staff placed at the College.
This part of the programme funding constitutes a service in kind performed by DHET for the College and the College
recognises the revenue and the related expense as and when the expense is incurred by DHET. The transaction
amounts are disclosed in Note 20.
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Employee related costs and DHET management fee
The College's staff consists of two groups:
i) Employees and management staff appointed on PERSAL
ii) Employees appointed in the College payroll
Campuses used and controlled, but not owned by the College
Certain campuses are used by the College and are not registered in the name of the College. The lack of legal
ownership could affect whether or not the College has control over the campus. Where, inter alia, beneficial control
can be illustrated, the campus in question is recognised, measured and included in the financial statements as
property, plant and equipment in terms the definition of an asset as per the Framework for the Preparation and
Presentation of Financial Statements and the definition of Property, Plant and Equipment in GRAP 17 Property,
Plant and Equipment.
Estimates
Estimates are informed by historical experience, information currently available to management, assumptions, and
other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. These estimates are reviewed on a
regular basis. Changes in estimates that are not due to errors are processed in the period of the review and applied
prospectively.
In the process of applying the College’s accounting policies the following estimates, were made:

Debt impairment
The College assesses its trade receivables, held to maturity investments and loans and receivables for impairment
at the end of each reporting period. In determining whether an impairment loss should be recorded in surplus or
deficit, the College makes judgements as to whether there is observable data indicating a measurable decrease in
the estimated future cash flows from a financial asset.
The impairment for trade receivables, held to maturity investments and loans and receivables is calculated on a
portfolio basis, based on historical loss ratios, adjusted for national and industry-specific economic conditions and
other indicators present at the reporting date that correlate with defaults on the portfolio. These annual loss ratios
are applied to loan balances in the portfolio and scaled to the estimated loss emergence period.
Refer to the respective notes for the carrying amounts of financial assets impaired.
Allowance for slow moving, damaged and obsolete inventory
In making an allowance to write inventory down to the lower of cost or net realisable value, management have
made estimates of the selling price and direct cost to sell on certain inventory items. The write down is included in
the surplus or deficit. For inventory consumed in the supply of services for no or nominal charge, management
have made an estimate of the current replacement cost of such inventory and as appropriate have reduced the
carrying amount accordingly.
Refer to Note 6 for the carrying amounts of inventories affected.
Non-financial asset impairment
In testing for, and determining the value-in-use of non-financial assets, management is required to rely on the use
of estimates about the asset’s ability to continue to generate cash flows (in the case of cash-generating assets).
For non-cash-generating assets, estimates are made regarding the depreciated replacement cost, restoration cost,
or service units of the asset, depending on the nature of the impairment and the availability of information.
Refer to the respective notes for the carrying amounts of non-financial assets impaired.
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Provisions
Provisions are measured at the present value of the estimated future outflows required to settle the obligation. In
the process of determining the best estimate of the amounts that will be required in future to settle the provision
management considers the weighted average probability of the potential outcomes of the provisions raised. This
measurement entails determining what the different potential outcomes are for a provision as well as the financial
impact of each of those potential outcomes. Management then assigns a weighting factor to each of these
outcomes based on the probability that the outcome will materialise in future. The factor is then applied to each of
the potential outcomes and the factored outcomes are then added together to arrive at the weighted average value
of the provisions.
Allowance for doubtful debts
On debtors an impairment loss is recognised in surplus and deficit when there is objective evidence that it is
impaired. The impairment is measured as the difference between the debtors carrying amount and the present
value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the effective interest rate, computed at initial recognition.
Useful lives and residual values of assets; depreciation and amortisation
The College's management determines the estimated useful lives and residual values of all non-current, nonfinancial assets. These estimates are based on industry norms and then adjusted to be entity specific.
Management determines at reporting date whether there are any indications that the College's expectations of
useful lives or residual values have changed from previous estimates. Where indications exist the expected
useful lives or residual values are revised accordingly.

Depreciation and amortisation recognised on property, plant and equipment and intangible assets respectively
are determined with reference to the useful lives and residual values of the underlying items. The useful lives and
residual values of assets are based on management’s estimation of the asset’s condition, expected condition at
the end of the period of use, its current use, expected future use and the College’s expectations about the
availability of finance to replace the asset at the end of its useful life. In evaluating the condition and use of the
asset informs the useful life and residual value management considers the impact of technology and minimum
service requirements of the assets. Generally, depreciation is accrued over the useful lives of assets on a
straight-line basis.
Refer to the respective note 9 for the carrying amounts of non-financial assets affected.
Effective interest rate
The College uses an appropriate interest rate, taking into account guidance provided in GRAP, and applying
professional judgement to the specific circumstances, to discount future cash flows, to the present value of the
item being discounted.
Refer to the respective notes for the carrying amounts of financial assets affected.

Fair value determination of properties (excluding heritage assets)
In determining the fair value of investment property (and / or property, plant and equipment ) donated or acquired
for no consideration, the College applies a valuation methodology to determine the fair value of the properties
based on any one of, or a combination of the following factors:
- The market related selling price of the property; or
- The market related rental that can be earned for the property; or
- The market related selling price of similar properties in the area; or
- The rentals currently or previously earned by the property.

Where the above information is not available or reliably determinable the College determines an approximation of
fair-value by estimating the Depreciated Replacement Cost of the asset as described in Directive 7 The
Application of Deemed Cost on the Adoption of Standards of GRAP.
Refer to the respective notes for the carrying amounts of properties affected.
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Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are tangible non-current assets (including infrastructure assets) that are held for use
in the production or supply of goods or services, rental to others, or for administrative purposes, and are expected
to be used during more than one reporting period.
Recognition and measurement
The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when:
- it is probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to the College;
and
- the cost or fair value of the item can be measured reliably.
Property, plant and equipment include:
- Land and buildings
- Machinery and equipment
- Motor vehicles
- Furniture and fittings
- Office Equipment
- IT Equipment
- Audiovisual Equipment
- Finance Lease Assets
Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost and subsequently measured at cost less accumulated
depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses. (Cost Model)
The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is the purchase price and other costs attributable to bring the
asset to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by
management. Trade discounts and rebates are deducted in arriving at the cost.
`
Where an asset is acquired through a non-exchange transaction, its cost is its fair value as at date of acquisition.

Where an item of property, plant and equipment is acquired in exchange for a non-monetary asset or assets, or a
combination of assets and non-monetary assets, the asset acquired is initially measured at fair value (the cost). If
the acquired item's fair value was not determinable, it's deemed cost is the carrying amount of the asset(s) given
up.
The initial estimate of the costs of dismantling and removing the item and restoring the site on which it is located is
also included in the cost of property, plant and equipment, where the College is obligated to incur such expenditure,
and where the obligation arises as a result of acquiring the asset or using it for purposes other than the production
of inventories.
Recognition of costs in the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment ceases when the item is in
the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management.

Major spare parts and stand by equipment which are expected to be used for more than one period are included in
property, plant and equipment. In addition, spare parts and stand by equipment which can only be used in
connection with an item of property, plant and equipment are accounted for as property, plant and equipment.
Major inspection costs which are a condition of continuing use of an item of property, plant and equipment and
which meet the recognition criteria above are included as a replacement in the cost of the item of property, plant
and equipment. Any remaining inspection costs from the previous inspection are derecognised.
Property, plant and equipment are depreciated on the straight line basis over their expected useful lives to their
estimated residual value. Refer to table below for the estimated useful lives:
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Estimated useful lives
The annual depreciation rates are based on the following estimated asset useful lives:
Class
Land
Buildings
Machinery and equipment
Motor vehicles
Furniture and fittings
Office Equipment
IT Equipment
Audiovisual Equipment

Useful Life Range in Years
Indefinite Life
50
5-10
5-7
5-7
5-7
3
3-5

The residual value, the useful life and depreciation method of each asset are reviewed at least at each reporting
date. If the expectations differ from previous estimates, the change is accounted for as a change in accounting
estimate as required for in terms of standards of GRAP with specific reference to GRAP 3.
Finance leases are depreciated over the useful life of the current asset.
Each part of an item of property, plant and equipment with a cost that is significant in relation to the total cost of the
item is depreciated separately.
The depreciation charge for each period is recognised in surplus or deficit unless it is included in the carrying amount
of another asset.
The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment is included in surplus or
deficit when the item is derecognised. The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property, plant
and equipment is determined as the difference between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount
of the item.
Deemed cost
When the College initially recognises an asset using the Standards of GRAP, it measures such assets using either
cost or fair value at the date of acquisition (acquisition cost). Where the accounting for assets is incomplete at the
start of the reporting year as the acquisition cost of an asset is not available at that time, acquisition cost is measured
using a surrogate value (deemed cost) at the date the College adopted the Standards of GRAP (the measurement
date). Deemed cost is determined as the fair value of an asset at the measurement date.
1.06

Intangible assets
An asset is identifiable if it either:
- is separable, i.e. is capable of being separated or divided from an College and sold, transferred, licensed, rented or
exchanged, either individually or together with a related contract, identifiable assets or liability, regardless of whether
the College intends to do so; or
- arises from binding arrangements (including rights from contracts), regardless of whether those rights are
transferable or separable from the College or from other rights and obligations.
A binding arrangement describes an arrangement that confers similar rights and obligations on the parties to it as if
it were in the form of a contract.
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An intangible asset is regarded as having an indefinite useful life when, based on all relevant factors, there is no
foreseeable limit to the period over which the asset is expected to generate net cash inflows or service potential.
Amortisation is not provided for these intangible assets, but they are tested for impairment annually and whenever
Internally generated brands, mastheads, publishing titles, customer lists and items similar in substance are not
recognised as intangible assets as well as internally generated goodwill.
The College does not have any assets classified as intangible assets.
1.07

Heritage assets
Heritage assets are assets that have a cultural, environmental, historical, natural, scientific, technological or artistic
significance and are held indefinitely for the benefit of present and future generations.
The College does not have any assets classified as Heritage assets.

1.08

Financial instruments
The College recognises financial assets using trade date accounting.
The College measures a financial asset and financial liability initially at its fair value plus transaction costs (for
financial instruments at amortised cost) that are directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of the financial
instrument.
The College first assesses whether the substance of a concessionary loan is in fact a loan. On initial recognition,
the College analyses a concessionary loan into its component parts and accounts for each component separately.
The College accounts for that part of a concessionary loan that is:

- a social benefit in accordance with the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements,
where it is the issuer of the loan; or
- non-exchange revenue, in accordance with the Standard of GRAP on Revenue from Non-exchange Transactions
(Taxes and Transfers), where it is the recipient of the loan.
The College measures all financial instruments after initial recognition as follows:
- Financial instruments at fair value: Fair-value at reporting date
- Financial instruments at amortised cost: Amortised cost using the effective interest rate method, less any
impairment losses.
- Financial instruments at cost. Cost, less any impairment losses.
Where the College cannot reliably measure the fair value of an embedded derivative that has been separated from
a host contract that is a financial instrument at a subsequent reporting date, it measures the combined instrument
at fair value. This requires a reclassification of the instrument from amortised cost or cost to fair value.
If fair value can no longer be measured reliably for an investment in a residual interest measured at fair value, the
College reclassifies the investment from fair value to cost. The carrying amount at the date that fair value is no
longer available becomes the cost.
If a reliable measure becomes available for an investment in a residual interest for which a measure was previously
not available, and the instrument would have been required to be measured at fair value, the College reclassifies
the instrument from cost to fair value.
A gain or loss arising from a change in the fair value of a financial asset or financial liability measured at fair value
is recognised in surplus or deficit.
For financial assets and financial liabilities measured at amortised cost or cost, a gain or loss is recognised in
surplus or deficit when the financial asset or financial liability is derecognised or impaired, or through the
amortisation process.
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Impairment and uncollectability of financial assets
The College assess at the end of each reporting period whether there is any objective evidence that a financial
asset or group of financial assets is impaired.
Financial assets measured at amortised cost:
If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on financial assets measured at amortised cost has been
incurred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present
value of estimated future cash flows (excluding future credit losses that have not been incurred) discounted at the
financial asset’s original effective interest rate. The carrying amount of the asset is reduced directly OR through
the use of an allowance account (debt impairment provision) . The amount of the loss is recognised in surplus or
deficit.

If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be related
objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised, the previously recognised impairment loss
is reversed directly OR by adjusting an allowance account. The reversal does not result in a carrying amount of
the financial asset that exceeds what the amortised cost would have been had the impairment not been recognised
at the date the impairment is reversed. The amount of the reversal is recognised in surplus or deficit.
Financial assets measured at cost:
If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred on an investment in a residual interest that
is not measured at fair value because its fair value cannot be measured reliably, the amount of the impairment loss
is measured as the difference between the carrying amount of the financial asset and the present value of
estimated future cash flows discounted at the current market rate of return for a similar financial asset. Such
impairment losses are not reversed.
The carrying amounts of the transferred asset are allocated between the rights or obligations retained and those
transferred on the basis of their relative fair values at the transfer date. Newly created rights and obligations are
measured at their fair values at that date. Any difference between the consideration received and the amounts
recognised and derecognised is recognised in surplus or deficit in the period of the transfer.
Derecognition
Financial assets
If the College transfers a financial asset in a transfer that qualifies for derecognition in its entirety and retains the
right to service the financial asset for a fee, it recognises either a servicing asset or a servicing liability for that
servicing contract. If the fee to be received is not expected to compensate the College adequately for performing
the servicing, a servicing liability for the servicing obligation is recognised at its fair value. If the fee to be received
is expected to be more than adequate compensation for the servicing, a servicing asset is recognised for the
servicing right at an amount determined on the basis of an allocation of the carrying amount of the larger financial
asset.

If, as a result of a transfer, a financial asset is derecognised in its entirety but the transfer results in the College
obtaining a new financial asset or assuming a new financial liability, or a servicing liability, the College recognise
the new financial asset, financial liability or servicing liability at fair value.
On derecognition of a financial asset in its entirety, the difference between the carrying amount and the sum of the
consideration received is recognised in surplus or deficit.
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If the transferred asset is part of a larger financial asset and the part transferred qualifies for derecognition in its
entirety, the previous carrying amount of the larger financial asset is allocated between the part that continues to
be recognised and the part that is derecognised, based on the relative fair values of those parts, on the date of the
transfer. For this purpose, a retained servicing asset is treated as a part that continues to be recognised. The
difference between the carrying amount allocated to the part derecognised and the sum of the consideration
received for the part derecognised is recognised in surplus or deficit.
If a transfer does not result in derecognition because the College has retained substantially all the risks and rewards
of ownership of the transferred asset, the College continue to recognise the transferred asset in its entirety and
recognise a financial liability for the consideration received. In subsequent periods, the College recognises any
revenue on the transferred asset and any expense incurred on the financial liability. Neither the asset, and the
associated liability nor the revenue, and the associated expenses are offset.
Financial liabilities
The College removes a financial liability (or a part of a financial liability) from its statement of financial position
when it is extinguished — i.e. when the obligation specified in the contract is discharged, cancelled, expires or
waived.
An exchange between an existing borrower and lender of debt instruments with substantially different terms is
accounted for as having extinguished the original financial liability and a new financial liability is recognised.
Similarly, a substantial modification of the terms of an existing financial liability or a part of it is accounted for as
having extinguished the original financial liability and having recognised a new financial liability.
The difference between the carrying amount of a financial liability (or part of a financial liability) extinguished or
transferred to another party and the consideration paid, including any non-cash assets transferred or liabilities
assumed, is recognised in surplus or deficit. Any liabilities that are waived, forgiven or assumed by another College
by way of a non-exchange transaction are accounted for in accordance with the Standard of GRAP on Revenue
from Non-exchange Transactions (Taxes and Transfers).
Presentation
A financial asset and a financial liability are only offset and the net amount presented in the statement of financial
position when the College currently has a legally enforceable right to set off the recognised amounts and intends
either to settle on a net basis, or to realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.
In accounting for a transfer of a financial asset that does not qualify for derecognition, the College does not offset
the transferred asset and the associated liability.
1.09

Statutory receivables
Funding receivable from DHET arise from non-contracted arrangements as the basis for DHET funding is found
in the Division of Revenue Act. Cash receivable from DHET as part of programme funding is regarded as a
"statutory receivable".

The statutory receivable is initially measured at the transaction amount and subsequently measured using the
cost-method, which changes the initial measurement to reflect any impairment or amounts derecognised. Other
elements of the DHET programme funding are only recorded once DHET has effected the transaction (i.e.
payment of staff through PERSAL) and no receivable is recorded as the amount associated is not paid in cash
or another financial asset.
The statutory receivable is included in Other receivables from non-exchange transactions. Refer to note 5.
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Leases
A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership.
A lease is classified as an operating lease if it does not transfer substantially all the risks and rewards incidental
to ownership.

When a lease includes both land and building elements, the College assesses the classification of each element
separately.
Finance leases - lessee
Finance leases are recognised as assets and liabilities in the statement of financial position at amounts equal to
the fair value of the leased property or, if lower, the present value of the minimum lease payments. The
corresponding liability to the lessor is included in the statement of financial position as a finance lease obligation.
The discount rate used in calculating the present value of the minimum lease payments is the DBSA interest rate.
Minimum lease payments are apportioned between the finance charge and reduction of the outstanding liability.
The finance charge is allocated to each period during the lease term so as to produce a constant periodic rate of
on the remaining balance of the liability.
Any contingent rents are expensed in the period in which they are incurred.
Operating leases - lessor
Operating lease revenue is recognised as revenue on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging operating leases are added to the carrying amount of the
leased asset and recognised as an expense over the lease term on the same basis as the lease revenue.
The aggregate cost of incentives is recognised as a reduction of rental revenue over the lease term on a straightline basis. The aggregate benefit of incentives is recognised as a reduction of rental expense over the lease term
on a straight-line basis. Income for leases is disclosed under revenue in statement of financial performance.
Operating leases - lessee
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term. The
difference between the amounts recognised as an expense and the contractual payments are recognised as an
operating lease asset or liability.
1.11

Inventories
Inventories are assets:
- in the form of materials or supplies to be consumed in the production process;
- in the form of materials or supplies to be consumed or distributed in the rendering of services;
- held for sale or distribution in the ordinary course of operations; or
- in the process of production for sale or distribution
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Recognition and measurement
Inventories are recognised as an asset if:
- it is probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to the
entity; and
- the cost of the inventories can be measured reliably
Inventories are initially measured at cost except where inventories are acquired through a non-exchange
transaction, then their costs are their fair value as at the date of acquisition.
Subsequently inventories held for commercial purposes are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable
value.
Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and current replacement cost where they are held for;
- distribution through a non-exchange transaction; or
- consumption in the production process of goods to be distributed at no charge or for a nominal charge.
Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of operations less the estimated costs
of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale, exchange or distribution.
Current replacement cost is the cost the College incurs to acquire the asset on the reporting date.
The cost of inventories comprises of all costs of purchase, costs of conversion and other costs incurred in
bringing the inventories to their present location and condition.
The cost of inventories of items that are not ordinarily interchangeable and goods or services produced and
segregated for specific projects is assigned using specific identification of the individual costs.
The cost of inventories is assigned using the weighted average cost formula. The same cost formula is used for
all inventories having a similar nature and use to the College.
Recognition as an expense
When inventories are sold, the carrying amounts of those inventories are recognised as an expense in the
period in which the related revenue is recognised. If there is no related revenue, the expenses are recognised
when the goods are distributed, or related services are rendered. The amount of any write-down of inventories
to net realisable value or current replacement cost and all losses of inventories are recognised as an expense
in the period the write-down or loss occurs. The amount of any reversal of any write-down of inventories, arising
from an increase in net realisable value or current replacement cost, are recognised as a reduction in the amount
of inventories recognised as an expense in the period in which the reversal occurs.
1.12

Impairment of cash-generating assets
Cash-generating assets are those assets held by the College with the primary objective of generating a
commercial return. When an asset is deployed in a manner consistent with that adopted by a profit-orientated
College, it generates a commercial return.
The College does not have any cash-generating assets.

1.13

Impairment of non-cash-generating assets
Cash-generating assets are those assets held by the College with the primary objective of generating a
commercial return. When an asset is deployed in a manner consistent with that adopted by a profit-orientated
entity, it generates a commercial return.
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Non-cash-generating assets are assets other than cash-generating assets.
Impairment is a loss in the future economic benefits or service potential of an asset, over and above the systematic
recognition of the loss of the asset’s future economic benefits or service potential through depreciation
(amortisation).
Criteria developed by the College to distinguish non-cash-generating assets from cash-generating assets are as
follow:
Identification
When the carrying amount of a non-cash-generating asset exceeds its recoverable service amount, it is impaired.
An impairment loss is recognised immediately in surplus or deficit. Any impairment loss of a revalued non-cashgenerating asset is treated as a revaluation decrease.
The College assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that a non-cash-generating asset may
be impaired. If any such indication exists, the College estimates the recoverable service amount of the asset.
Irrespective of whether there is any indication of impairment, the College also test a non-cash-generating intangible
asset with an indefinite useful life or a non-cash-generating intangible asset not yet available for use for impairment
annually by comparing its carrying amount with its recoverable service amount. This impairment test is performed
at the same time every year. If an intangible asset was initially recognised during the current reporting period, that
intangible asset was tested for impairment before the end of the current reporting period.
Value in use
Value in use of non-cash-generating assets is the present value of the non-cash-generating assets remaining
service potential.
The present value of the remaining service potential of a non-cash-generating assets is determined using the
following approach:
Depreciated replacement cost approach
The present value of the remaining service potential of a non-cash-generating asset is determined as the
depreciated replacement cost of the asset. The replacement cost of an asset is the cost to replace the asset’s
gross service potential. This cost is depreciated to reflect the asset in its used condition. An asset may be replaced
either through reproduction (replication) of the existing asset or through replacement of its gross service potential.
The depreciated replacement cost is measured as the reproduction or replacement cost of the asset, whichever is
lower, less accumulated depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost, to reflect the already consumed or
expired service potential of the asset.
The replacement cost and reproduction cost of an asset is determined on an “optimised” basis. The rationale is
that the College would not replace or reproduce the asset with a like asset if the asset to be replaced or reproduced
is an overdesigned or overcapacity asset. Overdesigned assets contain features which are unnecessary for the
goods or services the asset provides. Overcapacity assets are assets that have a greater capacity than is
necessary to meet the demand for goods or services the asset provides. The determination of the replacement
cost or reproduction cost of an asset on an optimised basis thus reflects the service potential required of the asset.
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Recognition and measurement
When the amount estimated for an impairment loss is greater than the carrying amount of the non-cashgenerating asset to which it relates, the College recognises a liability only to the extent that is a requirement in
the Standards of GRAP.
After the recognition of an impairment loss, the depreciation (amortisation) charge for the non-cash-generating
asset is adjusted in future periods to allocate the non-cash-generating asset’s revised carrying amount, less its
residual value (if any), on a systematic basis over its remaining useful life.
Reversal of an impairment loss
The College assess at each reporting date whether there is any indication that an impairment loss recognised in
prior periods for a non-cash-generating asset may no longer exist or may have decreased. If any such indication
exists, the College estimates the recoverable service amount of that asset.
An impairment loss recognised in prior periods for a non-cash-generating asset is reversed if there has been a
change in the estimates used to determine the asset’s recoverable service amount since the last impairment loss
was recognised. The carrying amount of the asset is increased to its recoverable service amount. The increase
is a reversal of an impairment loss. The increased carrying amount of an asset attributable to a reversal of an
impairment loss does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined (net of depreciation or
amortisation) had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior periods.
A reversal of an impairment loss for a non-cash-generating asset is recognised immediately in surplus or deficit.
Any reversal of an impairment loss of a revalued non-cash-generating asset is treated as a revaluation increase.
After a reversal of an impairment loss is recognised, the depreciation (amortisation) charge for the non-cashgenerating asset is adjusted in future periods to allocate the non-cash-generating asset’s revised carrying
amount, less its residual value (if any), on a systematic basis over its remaining useful life.
Redesignation
The redesignation of assets from a cash-generating asset to a non-cash-generating asset or from a non-cashgenerating asset to a cash-generating asset only occur when there is clear evidence that such a redesignation
is appropriate.
1.14

Unspent Conditional Government Grants and Receipts
Conditional government grants are subject to specific conditions. If these specific conditions are not met, the
monies received are repayable.
Unspent conditional grants are financial liabilities that are separately reflected on the Statement of Financial
Position. They represent unspent government grants, subsidies and contributions from government organs.
This liability always has to be cash-backed. The following provisions are set for the creation and utilisation of this
creditor:
- Unspent conditional grants are recognised as a liability when the grant is received.
- When grant conditions are met, an amount equal to the conditions met, are transferred to revenue in the
Statement of Financial Performance.
- The cash which backs up the creditor is invested as an individual investment or part of the general investments
of the College until it is utilised.
- Interest earned on the investment is treated in accordance with grant conditions. If it is payable to the funder it
is recorded as part of the creditor. If it is the College’s interest, it is recognised as interest earned in the Statement
of Financial Performance.
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Employee benefits
Employee benefits are all forms of consideration given by an College in exchange for service rendered by
employees.
Termination benefits are employee benefits payable as a result of either:
- an entity’s decision to terminate an employee’s employment before the normal retirement date; or
- an employee’s decision to accept voluntary redundancy in exchange for those benefits.
Other long-term employee benefits are employee benefits (other than post-employment benefits and termination
benefits) that are not due to be settled within twelve months after the end of the period in which the employees
render the related service.
Vested employee benefits are employee benefits that are not conditional on future employment.
A constructive obligation is an obligation that derives from an entity’s actions where by an established pattern of
past practice, published policies or a sufficiently specific current statement, the entity has indicated to other
parties that it will accept certain responsibilities and as a result, the entity has created a valid expectation on the
part of those other parties that it will discharge those responsibilities.
Short-term employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits are employee benefits (other than termination benefits) that are due to be settled
within twelve months after the end of the period in which the employees render the related service.
When an employee has rendered service to the College during a reporting period, the College recognise the
undiscounted amount of short-term employee benefits expected to be paid in exchange for that service:
- as a liability (accrued expense), after deducting any amount already paid. If the amount already paid exceeds
the undiscounted amount of the benefits, the College recognise that excess as an asset (prepaid expense) to the
extent that the prepayment will lead to, for example, a reduction in future payments or a cash refund; and
- as an expense, unless another Standard requires or permits the inclusion of the benefits in the cost of an asset.

The expected cost of compensated absences is recognised as an expense as the employees render services
that increase their entitlement or, in the case of non-accumulating absences, when the absence occurs. The
College measure the expected cost of accumulating compensated absences as the additional amount that the
College expects to pay as a result of the unused entitlement that has accumulated at the reporting date.
The College recognise the expected cost of bonus, incentive and performance related payments when the
College has a present legal or constructive obligation to make such payments as a result of past events and a
reliable estimate of the obligation can be made. A present obligation exists when the College has no realistic
alternative but to make the payments.
Post-employment benefits
Post-employment benefits are employee benefits (other than termination benefits) which are payable after the
completion of employment. The College does not provide any Post-employment benefits.
Termination benefits
The College recognises termination benefits as a liability and an expense when the College is demonstrably
committed to either:
Ÿ
terminate the employment of an employee or group of employees before the normal retirement date; or
Ÿ
provide termination benefits as a result of an offer made in order to encourage voluntary redundancy.
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The College is demonstrably committed to a termination when the College has a detailed formal plan for the
termination and is without realistic possibility of withdrawal. The detailed plan includes [as a minimum]:
Ÿ
the location, function, and approximate number of employees whose services are to be terminated;
Ÿ
the termination benefits for each job classification or function; and
Ÿ
the time at which the plan will be implemented.
Implementation begins as soon as possible and the period of time to complete implementation is such that material
changes to the plan are not likely.
Where termination benefits fall due more than 12 months after the reporting date, they are discounted using an
appropriate discount rate. The rate used to discount the benefit reflects the time value of money. The currency and
term of the financial instrument selected to reflect the time value of money is consistent with the currency and
estimated term of the benefit.
In the case of an offer made to encourage voluntary redundancy, the measurement of termination benefits shall
be based on the number of employees expected to accept the offer.
Other long-term employee benefits
Other long-term employee benefits includes:
- long-term compensated absences such as long service or sabbatical leave;
- other long service benefits;
- long-term disability benefits;
- bonus, incentive and performance related payments payable twelve months or more after the end of the reporting
'- period in which the employees render the related service;
- deferred compensation paid twelve months or more after the end of the reporting period in which it is earned; and
- compensation payable by the College until an individual enters new employment.
The amount recognised as a liability for other long-term employee benefits the net total of the following amounts:
- the present value of the defined benefit obligation at the reporting date
- minus the fair value at the reporting date of plan assets (if any) out of which the obligations are to be settled
directly
The expected costs of these benefits are accrued over the period of employment using the above accounting
methodology. Remeasurement gains and losses arising from experience adjustments and changes in actuarial
assumptions are charged or credited to surplus or deficit in the period in which they arise. These obligations are
valued annually by independent qualified actuaries using the projected unit credit method.
For other long-term employee benefits, the College recognise the net total of the following amounts as expense or
revenue, except to the extent that another Standard requires or permits their inclusion in the cost of an asset:
- current service cost;
- interest cost;
- the expected return on any plan assets and on any reimbursement right recognised as an asset;
- actuarial gains and losses, which shall all be recognised immediately;
- past service cost, which shall all be recognised immediately; and
- the effect of any curtailments or settlements
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In terms of the CET Act, the College is the employer of the non-management personnel. The management
personnel, defined in the CET Act as the principal and deputy principals, have migrated to DHET and are DHET
employees.
Management and other personnel are either remunerated directly by the College or by the provincial Department
of Education, via PERSAL, on behalf of DHET. As management personnel are not College employees, their
remuneration cannot be classified as an employee expense of the College and is therefore classified as "DHET
management fee".
1.16

Provisions and contingencies
A provision is a liability of uncertain timing or amount.
A contingent asset is a possible asset that arises from past events, and whose existence will be confirmed only
by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the
entity.
A contingent liability is:
- a possible obligation that arises from past events, and whose existence will be confirmed only by the
occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the entity;
or
- a present obligation that arises from past events but is not recognised because:
- it is not probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits or service potential will be
required to settle the obligation; or
- the amount of the obligation cannot be measured with sufficient reliability
Provisions are recognised when:
- the entity has a present obligation as a result of a past event;
- it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits or service potential will be required to
settle the obligation; and
- a reliable estimate can be made of the obligation

The amount of a provision is the best estimate of the expenditure expected to be required to settle the present
obligation at the reporting date.
Where the effect of time value of money is material, the amount of a provision is the present value of the
expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligation.
The discount rate is a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the
risks specific to the liability.
Where some or all of the expenditure required to settle a provision is expected to be reimbursed by another party,
the reimbursement is recognised when it is virtually certain that reimbursement will be received if the College
settles the obligation.
Provisions are reviewed at each reporting date and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate. Provisions are
reversed if it is no longer probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits or service potential
will be required, to settle the obligation.
Where discounting is used, the carrying amount of a provision increases in each period to reflect the passage of
time. This increase is recognised as an interest expense.
A provision is used only for expenditures for which the provision was originally recognised. Provisions are not
recognised for future operating deficits.
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If an College has a contract that is onerous, the present obligation (net of recoveries) under the contract is
recognised and measured as a provision.
A constructive obligation to restructure arises only when a College:
Has a detailed formal plan for the restructuring, identifying at least:
- the activity/operating unit or part of a activity/operating unit concerned;
- the principal locations affected;
- the location, function, and approximate number of employees who will be compensated for services being
terminated;
- the expenditures that will be undertaken; and
- when the plan will be implemented; and
- has raised a valid expectation in those affected that it will carry out the restructuring by starting to implement that
plan or announcing its main features to those affected by it.
A restructuring provision includes only the direct expenditures arising from the restructuring, which are those that
are both:
- necessarily entailed by the restructuring; and
- not associated with the ongoing activities of the College.
No obligation arises as a consequence of the sale or transfer of an operation until the College is committed to the
sale or transfer, that is, there is a binding arrangement.
After their initial recognition contingent liabilities recognised in College combinations that are recognised separately
are subsequently measured at the higher of:
- the amount that would be recognised as a provision; and
- the amount initially recognised less cumulative amortisation.
Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are recognised. Contingencies are disclosed in notes 33 & 34.
A financial guarantee contract is a contract that requires the issuer to make specified payments to reimburse the
holder for a loss it incurs because a specified debtor fails to make payment when due in accordance with the
original or modified terms of a debt instrument.
Loan commitment is a firm commitment to provide credit under pre-specified terms and conditions.

The entity recognises a provision for financial guarantees and loan commitments when it is probable that an outflow
of resources embodying economic benefits and service potential will be required to settle the obligation and a
reliable estimate of the obligation can be made.
Determining whether an outflow of resources is probable in relation to financial guarantees requires judgement.
Indications that an outflow of resources may be probable are:
- financial difficulty of the debtor;
- defaults or delinquencies in interest and capital repayments by the debtor;
- breaches of the terms of the debt instrument that result in it being payable earlier than the agreed term and the
ability of the debtor to settle its obligation on the amended terms; and
- a decline in prevailing economic circumstances (e.g. high interest rates, inflation and unemployment) that impact
on the ability of entities to repay their obligations.
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Where a fee is received by the entity for issuing a financial guarantee and/or where a fee is charged on loan
commitments, it is considered in determining the best estimate of the amount required to settle the obligation at
reporting date. Where a fee is charged and the College considers that an outflow of economic resources is
probable, an entity recognises the obligation at the higher of:
- the amount determined using in the Standard of GRAP on Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent
Assets; and
- the amount of the fee initially recognised less, where appropriate, cumulative amortisation recognised in
accordance with the Standard of GRAP on Revenue from Exchange Transactions.
1.17

Revenue from exchange transactions
Revenue is the gross inflow of economic benefits or service potential during the reporting period when those
inflows result in an increase in net assets, other than increases relating to contributions from owners.
An exchange transaction is one in which the College receives assets or services, or has liabilities extinguished,
and directly gives approximately equal value (primarily in the form of cash, goods, services or use of assets) to
the other party in exchange.
Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between knowledgeable,
willing parties in an arm’s length transaction.
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable, net of trade discounts and
volume rebates.
Sale of goods
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when all the following conditions have been satisfied:
- the entity has transferred to the purchaser the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods;
- the entity retains neither continuing managerial involvement to the degree usually associated with ownership
nor effective control over the goods sold;
- the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
- it is probable that the economic benefits or service potential associated with the transaction will flow to the entity;
and
- the costs incurred or to be incurred in respect of the transaction can be measured reliably.
Rendering of services
When the outcome of a transaction involving the rendering of services can be estimated reliably, revenue
associated with the transaction is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction at the
reporting date. The outcome of a transaction can be estimated reliably when all the following conditions are
satisfied:
- the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
- it is probable that the economic benefits or service potential associated with the transaction will flow to the
College;
- the stage of completion of the transaction at the reporting date can be measured reliably; and
- the costs incurred for the transaction and the costs to complete the transaction can be measured reliably.
When services are performed by an indeterminate number of acts over a specified time frame, revenue is
recognised on a straight line basis over the specified time frame unless there is evidence that some other method
better represents the stage of completion. When a specific act is much more significant than any other acts, the
recognition of revenue is postponed until the significant act is executed.
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When the outcome of the transaction involving the rendering of services cannot be estimated reliably, revenue is
recognised only to the extent of the expenses recognised that are recoverable.
Service revenue is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction at the reporting date.
Interest, royalties, dividends and tuition fees
Revenue arising from the use by others of entity assets yielding interest, royalties and dividends or similar
distributions is recognised when:
- It is probable that the economic benefits or service potential associated with the transaction will flow to the entity,
and
- The amount of the revenue can be measured reliably.
Interest is recognised, in surplus or deficit, using the effective interest rate method.
Royalties are recognised as they are earned in accordance with the substance of the relevant agreements.
Dividends or similar distributions are recognised, in surplus or deficit, when the College’s right to receive payment
has been established.
Tuition fees are recognised over the period of instruction.
1.18

Revenue from non-exchange transactions
Revenue comprises gross inflows of economic benefits or service potential received and receivable by an entity,
which represents an increase in net assets, other than increases relating to contributions from owners.
Exchange transactions are transactions in which one entity receives assets or services, or has liabilities
extinguished, and directly gives approximately equal value (primarily in the form of cash, goods, services, or use
of assets) to another entity in exchange.
Non-exchange transactions are transactions that are not exchange transactions. In a non-exchange transaction,
an entity either receives value from another entity without directly giving approximately equal value in exchange,
or gives value to another entity without directly receiving approximately equal value in exchange.
Recognition
An inflow of resources from a non-exchange transaction recognised as an asset is recognised as revenue, except
to the extent that a liability is also recognised in respect of the same inflow.
As the College satisfies a present obligation recognised as a liability in respect of an inflow of resources from a
non-exchange transaction recognised as an asset, it reduces the carrying amount of the liability recognised and
recognises an amount of revenue equal to that reduction.

Revenue from a non-exchange transaction is measured at the amount of the increase in net assets recognised by
the College.
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When, as a result of a non-exchange transaction, the College recognises an asset, it also recognises revenue
equivalent to the amount of the asset measured at its fair value as at the date of acquisition, unless it is also
required to recognise a liability. Where a liability is required to be recognised it will be measured as the best
estimate of the amount required to settle the obligation at the reporting date, and the amount of the increase in net
assets, if any, recognised as revenue. When a liability is subsequently reduced, because the taxable event occurs
or a condition is satisfied, the amount of the reduction in the liability is recognised as revenue.
Transfers
Apart from Services in kind, which are only recognised as indicated below, the College recognises an asset in
respect of transfers when the transferred resources meet the definition of an asset and satisfy the criteria for
recognition as an asset.
The College recognises an asset in respect of transfers when the transferred resources meet the definition of an
asset and satisfy the criteria for recognition as an asset.
Transferred assets are measured at their fair value as at the date of acquisition.
Debt forgiveness and assumption of liabilities
The College recognise revenue in respect of debt forgiveness when the former debt no longer meets the definition
of a liability or satisfies the criteria for recognition as a liability, provided that the debt forgiveness does not satisfy
the definition of a contribution from owners.
Revenue arising from debt forgiveness is measured at the carrying amount of debt forgiven.
The College follows the rules of Prescription. In terms hereoff all its financial instruments are linked to the
prescription rules and applied yearly. The net income relating to prescription is accounted for in the year of
prescribtion as "Prescribed Income".
Bequests
Bequests that satisfy the definition of an asset are recognised as assets and revenue when it is probable that the
future economic benefits or service potential will flow to the entity, and the fair value of the assets can be measured
reliably.
Gifts and donations, including goods in-kind
Gifts and donations, including goods in kind, are recognised as assets and revenue when it is probable that the
future economic benefits or service potential will flow to the entity and the fair value of the assets can be measured
reliably.
Services in-kind
The College recognises services in-kind that are significant to its operations and/or service delivery objectives as
assets and recognise the related revenue when it is probable that the future economic benefits or service potential
will flow to the entity and the fair value of the assets can be measured reliably. If the services in-kind are not
significant to the College’s operations and/or service delivery objectives and/or do not satisfy the criteria for
recognition, the nature and type of services in-kind received during the reporting period is not disclosed.
When the criteria for recognition are satisfied, services in-kind are measured on initial recognition at their fair value
as at the date of receipt.
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Programme funding received from 1 April 2015 onwards from DHET through PERSAL, are recognised as services
in kind and are measured at the cost of the salaries to DHET, inclusive of leave, bonus and other employee related
accruals and/or provisions, as and when incurred by DHET. The related revenue is recognised as programme
funding revenue as per note 20. The related expense is recognised as a DHET management fee expense as per
note 21.
Concessionary loans received
A concessionary loan is a loan granted to or received by a property, plant and equipment on terms that are not
market related. The portion of the loan that is repayable, along with any interest payments, is an exchange
transaction and is accounted for in accordance with the Standard of GRAP on Financial Instruments. The offmarket portion of the loan is a non-exchange transaction. The off-market portion of the loan that is recognised as
non-exchange revenue is calculated as the difference between the proceeds received from the loan, and the
present value of the contractual cash flows of the loan, discounted using a market related rate of interest.
The recognition of revenue is determined by the nature of any conditions that exist in the loan agreement that may
give rise to a liability. Where a liability exists the cash flow statement recognises revenue as and when it satisfies
the conditions of the loan agreement.
1.19

Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.

1.20

Comparative figures
When the presentation or classification of items in the financial statements is amended due to better presentation
and/or better understandability and/or comparability and/or due to the implementation of a new or amended
standard, prior period comparative amounts are reclassified. Where accounting errors have been identified in the
current year, the correction is made retrospectively as far as is practicable, and the prior year comparatives are
restated accordingly. Where there has been a change in accounting policy in the current year, the adjustment is
made retrospectively as far as is practicable, and the prior year comparatives are restated accordingly.

1.21

Research and development expenditure
The College does not have research and development projects.

1.22

Related parties
A related party is a person or a College with the ability to control or jointly control the other party, or exercise
significant influence over the other party, or vice versa, or an College that is subject to common control, or joint
control. In considering each possible related party relationship, attention is directed to the substance of the
relationship, and not merely the legal form.
Significant influence may be exercised in several ways, usually by representation on the governing body but also,
for example, by participation in the policy-making process, material transactions between entities within an
economic College, interchange of managerial personnel or dependence on technical information.
Significant influence may be gained by an ownership interest, statute or agreement or otherwise. With regard to
an ownership interest, significant influence is presumed in accordance with the definition contained in the Standard
of GRAP on Investments in Associates.
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Management are those persons responsible for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the College,
including those charged with the governance of the College in accordance with legislation, in instances where they
are required to perform such functions.
Close members of the family of a person are considered to be those family members who may be expected to
influence, or be influenced by, that management in their dealings with the College.
Only transactions with related parties not at arm’s length or not in the ordinary course of business are disclosed.
1.23

Commitments
Commitments disclosed in the annual financial statements represents the balance commited to capital projects on
the reporting date that will be incurred in the period subsequent to the specific reporting date.

1.24

Events after the reporting date
Events after the reporting date are those events, both favourable and unfavourable, that occur between the
reporting date and the date when the financial statements are authorised for issue. Two types of events can be
identified:
- those that provide evidence of conditions that existed at the reporting date (adjusting events after the reporting
date); and
- those that are indicative of conditions that arose after the reporting date (non-adjusting events after the
reporting date).
Reporting date means the date of the last day of the reporting period to which the financial statements relate.
The reporting date of the College is 31 December 2016.
The College adjusts the amounts recognised in its financial statements to reflect adjusting events after the
reporting date. The College does not adjust the amounts recognised in its financial statements to reflect nonadjusting events after the reporting date.
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Standards, amendments to Standards, Directives and Interpretations issued but not yet effective

The following Standards of GRAP and / or amendments thereto have been approved by the Accounting Standards Board, but will
only become effective in future periods or have not been given an effective date by the Minister of Finance. The College has not
early-adopted any of these new Standards or amendments thereto, but has referred to them for guidance in the development of
accounting policies in accordance with GRAP 3 as read with Directive 5:
Standard name

Standard number

GRAP16 Investment Property: Clarification
of conditions necessary to classify property
as investment property. Increased disclosure
relating to Repairs and Maintenance and
Long-overdue projects.

GRAP16

Effective date
(Periods starting on
or after)
01 April 2016

GRAP17 Property, Plant and Equipment:
Increased disclosure relating to Repairs and
Maintenance and Long-overdue projects.
Encouraged disclosure removed.

GRAP17

01 April 2016

GRAP20 Related Party Disclosures:
Currently use it as guidance for accounting
policies, therefore no impact expected on
initial adoption.

GRAP20

Not yet set

GRAP32 Service Concession Arrangements:
Grantor: None

GRAP32

Not yet set

No impact as the College does not
have any service concession
arrangements.

GRAP108 Statutory Receivables: No
changes to recognition and measurement
are expected, but additional disclosures and
separate classification in the notes will be
done on adoption.

GRAP108

Not yet set

The impact has been assessed and
the necessary disclosure will be
made when the standard becomes
effective.

GRAP109 Accounting by Principals and
Agents: No changes to recognition and
measurement are expected, but additional
disclosures in the notes will be done on
adoption.
IGRAP 17 Interpretation of the Standard of
GRAP on Service Concession Arrangements
Where a Grantor Controls a Significant
Residual Interest in an Asset: None

GRAP109

Not yet set

No impact as there are no principal
and agent relationships at the
College.

IGRAP17

Not yet set

No impact as the College does not
have any service consession
arrangements.

Directive 12

01 April 2018

No impact as the College already
adopted the standards of GRAP in
the prior year.

Directive12 The Selection of an Appropriate
Reporting Framework by Public Entities:
None

Expected impact
No impact as Northlink does not
have any investment properties.

Increased disclosure relating to
Repairs and Maintenance and Longoverdue projects. Re-assessment of
useful lives and residual values on a
indicator basis - not annually.
Encouraged disclosure removed.
The impact has been assessed and
the necessary disclosure will be
made when the standard becomes
effective.

[Please note that the College should consider
adding additional information as required by
GRAP3.]
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Note

3

2016
R

2015
R

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of the following:
Cash on hand
Cash at bank

Call deposits - 30-32 Day Notice
Call investments

National Skills Fund

16 233

10 016

7 803 268

10 424 591

-

5 161 575

7 825 578

15 741 479

-

10 000 000

-

-

-

10 000 000

-

-

9 559 591

11 955 631

4 794 577

9 559 591

9 576 061

11 967 615

4 794 577

9 576 061

-

6 077

-

145 297

The entity has the following bank accounts:
Bank statement balance at end of year
NEDBANK

Money Market Account 48065524

Cash book balance at beginning of year
Cash book balance at end of year
Bank statement balance at beginning of year
Bank statement balance at end of year
NEDBANK

Cheque Account 1186 101 377

Cash book balance at beginning of year
Cash book balance at end of year
Bank statement balance at beginning of year
Bank statement balance at end of year
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Note

2016
R

2015
R

NEDBANK

Cheque Account 1186 103 523 (Building)
Cash book balance at beginning of year
Cash book balance at end of year
Bank statement balance at beginning of year
Bank statement balance at end of year

627 908

600 484

663 672

627 908

627 908

600 484

663 672

627 908

237 091

727 351

477 354

237 091

237 091

727 351

477 354

237 091

145 297

24 374

6 077

145 297

145 297

24 374

6 077

145 297

ABSA

Cheque Account 4083722580

Cash book balance at beginning of year
Cash book balance at end of year
Bank statement balance at beginning of year
Bank statement balance at end of year
NEDBANK

Cheque Account 1030 601 762 (NSF)

Cash book balance at beginning of year
Cash book balance at end of year
Bank statement balance at beginning of year
Bank statement balance at end of year
NEDBANK

Investment Account 7186042481

Cash book balance at beginning of year
Cash book balance at end of year
Bank statement balance at beginning of year
Bank statement balance at end of year

5 161 575

-

5 161 575

5 161 575

-

-

5 161 575
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Note

2016
R

2015
R

NEDBANK

Account number : 1103678604

Cash book balance at beginning of year
Cash book balance at end of year
Bank statement balance at beginning of year
Bank statement balance at end of year

-

-

63 990

-

-

-

63 990

-

-

-

1 803 675

-

-

-

1 803 675

-

16 233

10 016

7 825 578

15 741 479

6 077

314 547

6 077

145 297

NEDBANK

Account number : 110364102

Cash book balance at beginning of year
Cash book balance at end of year
Bank statement balance at beginning of year
Bank statement balance at end of year
Cash on hand
Total cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalent balances that are not available for
use by the College
Cash on hand relating to conditional grants where the grant
conditions have not been met
National Skills Fund

-

169 250

Details

These funds have been allocated to the College for specific
transactions. While the revenue has been recognised in terms of
GRAP, the College cannot utilise these funds for normal operations
unless conditions are met. See note 20 for additional information.
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Note

4

2016
R

2015
R

Trade and other receivables from exchange
transactions

31 December 2016

Gross Balances
R

-

Provision for
Doubtful Debts
R

Net Balance

6 414 290

Student debtors

20 654 567

(14 240 277)

NSFAS Debtors

12 151 934

(8 735 221)

Corporate debtors
Prepayments
Deposits

Other receivables

Less: Provision for debt impairment
Total trade and other receivables

31 December 2015

41 336 130
185 148
375 112

1 801 365
-

76 504 257
Gross Balances
R

Student debtors

21 025 271

NSFAS Debtors

2 618 994

Corporate debtors
Prepayments
Deposits

Other receivables

Less: Provision for debt impairment
Total trade and other receivables
Student Debtors: Ageing
Current (0 – 30 days)
31 - 60 Days
61 - 90 Days

91 - 120 Days
121 + Days
Total

53 938 308

458 377

2 206 572
377 676
-

80 625 198

(12 404 928)
-

R

28 931 202

3 416 713

185 148
375 112

1 801 365
-

(35 380 426)

41 123 831

Provision for
Doubtful Debts
R

Net Balance

(7 343 731)

13 681 540

(914 765)

1 704 229

(17 517 221)
-

R

36 421 087

458 377

2 206 572

377 676
-

(25 775 717)

54 849 481

38 026

110 428

371 602

153 036

257 776
1 548 875

18 438 288
20 654 567

18 894

2 049 160

18 693 753
21 025 271
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Note

NSFAS Debtors: Ageing
Current (0 – 30 days)
31 - 60 Days
61 - 90 Days

91 - 120 Days
121 + Days
Total

Corporate debtors: Ageing
Current (0 – 30 days)
31 - 60 Days
61 - 90 Days

91 - 120 Days

2015
R

2 810

79 839

123 729

29 860

1 650

5 165

9 500 083

1 545 401

12 151 934

2 618 994

2 523 662

-

8 309 604
3 164 116
9 194 631

958 729

-

6 447 988
886 846

4 059 925

121 + Days

20 667 779

42 543 549

Reconciliation of the doubtful debt provision/debt
impairement
Balance at beginning of the year

25 775 717

16 662 538

(17 375 388)

(1 605 746)

35 380 426

25 775 717

21 882 000

13 429 482

21 882 000

13 429 482

Total

Debt impairement provision for the year (note 22)

Doubtful debts written off against provision during the
year
Balance at end of year

5

2016
R

41 336 130

26 980 098

53 938 308

10 718 925

Other receivables from non-exchange transactions,
including taxes and transfers
Statutory receivable: Government grants and subsidies
(Refer also note 20)
Less: Provision for debt impairment
Total other debtors

-

-
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Note

6

2016
R

2015
R

Inventories
Carrying value of inventory

644 850

763 736

Finished Goods

111 796

186 852

49 702

53 937

Consumable stores
Program Material

Consumable stores include:
Stationery and paper
Coffee/Tea/Sugar
Cartridges

49 702

483 352

40 279
-

53 937

522 947

44 383
-

9 423

9 554

111 796

186 852

49 702

53 937

483 352

522 947

30 163

181 967

Inventory carried at net realisable value

The following classes of inventory are carried at Net Realisable Value:
Finished Goods
Total

111 796

186 852

Inventory carried at current replacement cost

The following classes of inventory are carried at current replacement cost:
Consumable stores
Finished Goods

Program Material
Total

Inventory write-down during the year
Write down of inventory

-

533 054

-

576 884
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Note

7

2016
R

2015
R

Operating leases

At the reporting date the College has outstanding commitments under
operating leases which fall due as follows:
Operating lease arrangements
At the reporting date the College had outstanding commitments under noncancellable operating leases, which fall due as follows:
Up to 1 year
1 to 5 years
More than 5 years
Operating Leases consists of the following:
Leases are negotiated for an average term of 36 - 60 months. No
contingent rent is payable

181 235
181 235

2 003 945
181 235
2 185 180

-

170 033
33 597
203 631

1 123 216
201 115
1 051 795
2 376 126

1 119 109
104 054
860 000
2 083 164

Escalation clauses are as per contract, unless not specified in contract it is
assumed to be 8 - 9%.
No restrictions imposed by lease arrangements.

Operating Leases Liability
The straightlining operating lease payments have resulted in the following
Operating Lease Liability
Short term portion
Long term portion
Operating lease expenses are included in the expenses in the income
statement:
Rental of Photo Copy Machine
Media Advertising
Telephone/Fax/Internet
8

Other investments
Listed Investments

1

1

Other

200 468

203 038

Current portion
Non-current portion
Total

200 469
200 469

203 039
203 039

200 469

203 039

Details of pledged investments include the following:
Listed Investments:

Old Mutual PLC shares held by College on behalf of Staff Gratuity
Scheme.
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Note
9

2016
R

2015
R

Property, plant and
equipment
Cost

Land & Buildings

Machinery and Equipment
Motor Vehicles

R
138 755 335

25 730 151
4 124 031

2016
Accumulated
Depreciation and
Impairment

Carrying Value

Cost

R
(24 498 614)

R
114 256 722

R
136 234 240

(3 952 949)

171 082

4 124 031

(18 318 123)

7 412 027

24 889 601

Furniture and Fittings

15 284 414

(10 133 043)

5 151 371

14 889 709

IT Equipment

47 331 101

(37 982 673)

9 348 428

43 855 840

Office Equipment

Audiovisual Equipment
Finance lease asset
Total

14 027 390
5 066 820

563 485

250 882 726

(11 468 929)
(2 763 704)
(56 348)

(109 174 383)

2 558 461
2 303 116
507 136

141 708 342

2015
Accumulated
Depreciation and
Impairment

R
(21 636 884)
(16 935 073)

(3 792 573)
(9 401 556)

13 762 509

(10 892 332)

4 538 980

(2 763 704)

-

242 294 910

(28 310 370)
-

(93 732 492)

Carrying Value
R
114 597 356
7 954 527
331 458

5 488 153
2 870 176

15 545 471
1 775 276
-

148 562 418
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Reconciliation of Property Plant and
Equipment – 2016

Land & Buildings
Machinery and Equipment
Motor Vehicles
Furniture and Fittings
Office Equipment
IT Equipment
Audiovisual Equipment
Finance lease asset
Total

2016

Note

Carrying
Value
Opening
Balance
R
114 597 356
7 954 527
331 458
5 488 153
2 870 176
15 545 471
1 775 276
-

Additions

148 562 417

8 587 817

R
2 521 095
840 550
394 705
264 881
3 475 261
527 840
563 485

R

Acquisitions
through entity
combinations

Disposals

-

-

R
(2 861 729)
(1 383 050)
(160 376)
(731 487)
(576 596)
(9 672 304)
(56 348)

-

(15 441 891)

R

2015

-

R

Depreciation

R

Transfers

Impairment
loss

Impairment
reversal

Other
movements

R

R

R

R

-

-

-

-

Carrying
Value
Closing
Balance
R
114 256 722
7 412 027
171 083
5 151 371
2 558 461
9 348 427
2 303 116
507 135

-

141 708 342
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Reconciliation of Property Plant and
Equipment – 2015
Carrying Value
Opening
Balance
Land & Buildings
Machinery and Equipment
Motor Vehicles
Furniture and Fittings
Office Equipment
IT Equipment
Audiovisual Equipment
Total

2016

Note

Additions

R
111 241 018
7 164 907
491 833
5 431 673
2 699 326
21 730 623
2 006 380

R
5 904 025
1 945 295
698 753
669 479
1 784 461
527 840

Acquisitions
through
entity
combinations
R
-

150 765 760

11 529 853

-

Disposals

Depreciation

R
(1 277)

R
(2 546 410)
(1 155 675)
(160 375)
(642 272)
(498 629)
(7 969 613)
(758 944)

(1 277)

(13 731 919)

R

Transfers
R

2015

-

R

Impairment
loss

Impairment
reversal

Other
movements

R

R

R

-

-

-

Carrying
Value
Closing
Balance
R
114 597 356
7 954 527
331 458
5 488 153
2 870 176
15 545 471
1 775 276

-

148 562 418
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Computers and Audio Visual Equipment with the cost value of R 30 403 467 is fully depreciated , however is still in use and is included in the fixed asset register.
Management did not adjust the useful life of the computers as the replacement plan was in place, however due to the budget constraints , it could therefore not be implemented and replaced
in 2016 financial year, therefore the useful life estimate was not changed.
Summarised extract of property register as at 31 December 2016
CAMPUS

PROPERTIES AS AT 31 December 2016

ERF NUMBER

CURRENT OWNER

NOTES

11235

Western Cape Provincial Government/Public Works

Transfer to Northlink In Progress

11229,11231, 11236

Western Cape Provincial Government/Public Works

Transfer to Northlink In Progress

12647

Western Cape Provincial Government

Transfer to Northlink In Progress

12644, 12648

Lease: City of Cape Town(Note 1)

Portion 29 of farm 395

Northlink College (No T5718/1973)

Transfer arrangements in
place(Note 1)

18230

Northlink College (No T89069/93)

Portion of Erf 21204

National Government of RSA/Public Works

Goodwood

5946

National Government of RSA/Department of Education

Belhar

21472

Northlink College (No T5893/2005)

Central Office
Protea

Bellville

Tygerberg
Parow
Wingfield

31/12/2016

31/12/2015

27 006 665

26 948 132

1 849 232

1 827 971

32 817 818

32 795 679

-

-

25 114 209

23 566 270

17 154 095

16 571 345

21 442 677

21 353 206

2 044 713

1 990 926

11 325 925

11 180 712
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Total Costs
Accumulated Depreciation
Depreciation 2016
Net Book Value as reported

138 755 335

136 234 240

(21 636 884)

(19 090 474)

(2 861 729)

(2 546 410)

114 256 722

114 597 356
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2016

Note
10

2015

R

R

Trade and other payables from exchange transactions
Trade creditors and accruals
Payments received in advance
NSFAS Creditor
College Bursary Funds
Accrued Expenses
Other Creditors
Total creditors

23 157 941
64 335 517
5 298 273
206 730
2 538 808
842 518

12 853 508
77 292 902
2 977 832
155 760
1 069 701
928 983

96 379 787

95 278 685

2 095 286

1 942 675

2 095 286

1 942 675

Fair value of trade and other payables
Trade payables are initially recognised at fair value and
subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest method.
College Bursary Fund:
The college bursary fund is a public funded fund for the
purpose of funding certain privileged students.

11

Taxes and transfers payable
Taxes and transfers payable (Exchange transactions)
Total Taxes and transfers payable

12

Unspent conditional grants and receipts

20

Other Unspent Conditional Grants and Receipts
Skills development
Total Unspent Conditional Grants and Receipts
Non-current portion of unspent conditional grants and receipts
Current portion of unspent conditional grants and
receipts

-

169 250

-

169 250

-

169 250

-

-

-

169 250
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2016

Note
13

2015

R

R

Borrowings
Annuity Loans - Development Bank of Southern Africa ("DBSA")

Term of the loan is 18 years, the repayment is over 216 equal monthly
instalments of R 142,942 commencing on the 28 February 2010. the
loan bears interest at a fixed rate of 9,56% per month.
The loan is an unsecured loan. The fair value of current borrowings
equals their carrying amount, as the interest rates are considered
market related. The carrying amounts of the College's borrowings are
denominated in South African Rand.

12 028 193

12 566 551

-

-

12 028 193

12 566 551

590 853
590 853

537 266
537 266

11 437 340

12 029 284

Other borrowings
Total borrowings
Total borrowings (Current)
Annuity Loans - Development Bank of Southern Africa ("DBSA")
Total borrowings (Non-Current)
14

Finance lease liability
2016
Amounts payable under finance leases
Within one year
Within two to five years
Later than five years
Total future minimum lease payments
Less: Amount due for settlement within 12 months (current portion)
Non-current future minimum lease payments

Future
Minimum
lease
payments
R
107 226
366 354

Present value
of future
minimum
lease payments
R

Future finance
charges
R

473 580
(107 226)

-

107 226
366 354
473 580
(107 226)

366 354

-

366 354
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2016

Note

2015

R

Future
Minimum lease

Future finance

-

-

-

-

Amounts payable under finance leases
Within one year
Within two to five years

Later than five years
Total future minimum lease payments
Less: Amount due for settlement within 12 months
(current portion)
Non-current future minimum lease payments

payments
R

2015
R

Present value
of future
minimum
lease payments
R

charges
R

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Finance Leases consists of the following:
The college leases the cabling from TENET under a finance
lease. The lease term is over 5 years. No interest is charged
on the finance lease.
15

Tuition and related fees
Tuition fees paid directly by students or private
bursaries
Tuition fees - students (Report 191)
Tuition fees - students (NCV)
Residential and Transport fees
Skills, Learnerships and Partnerships
Other

Tuition fees funded by NSFAS bursaries
Tuition fees - students (Report 191)
Tuition fees - students (NCV)
Residential fees
Transport fees

Total Tuition Fees

27 185 814
3 097 830
1 605 731
55 940 485
110 105

27 129 547
4 220 892
1 344 055
55 057 077
144 173

87 939 964

87 895 744

20 261 060
20 827 810
4 466 293
-

16 567 036
16 796 536
4 385 960
-

45 555 163

37 749 532

133 495 127

125 645 277
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2016

Note

16

R

Sale of goods and rendering of services
Sale of goods relating to business units of the college:
Sales: Product Sales
Sales: Intercampus

Rendering of services
Non-student residents and other accommodation fees

Total sale of goods and rendering of services
Costs incurred by the College
17

18

Rental of facilities and equipment
Hire of Halls
Office and Workshop Rental

Investment income
Interest - Bank
Other interest
Total interest income
Dividends
Total investment income

19

2015
R

3 370 639
309 700

2 995 375
268 199

3 680 339

3 263 574

21 116

14 400

21 116

14 400

3 701 455

3 277 974

(2 276 199)

(2 430 978)

411 072
648 972

125 513
284 232

1 060 044

409 746

1 017 267
37 758

1 328 381
29 713

1 055 025

1 358 094

-

1 055 025

1 358 094

1 750 174
47 616
72 511
132 489
-

5 094 724
41 795
15 861
157 047
-

2 002 790

5 309 427

Other income
From exchange transactions
Sundry income
Admin Costs recovered
Bad Debts Recovered
Insurance Claim Income
Prescribed Income
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2016

Note

2015

R

R

20 Government grants and subsidies
Reconciliation of Movement - 2016

Programme funding: Grants services in kind (PERSAL)

Balance unspent
at beginning of
year
R

Programme funding: Grants paid via NPNC

Current year
receivables

142 534 297

-

9 652 000

-

Programme funding: PERSAL Reserve Allowances
NSF Funding

-

Infrastructure Subsidy

R

-

47 423 000

57 780

-

Other Government Grants and Subsidies

-

169 250

Total Government Grant and Subsidies

169 250

Conditions
met transferred to
revenue
R

Conditions
not met transferred to
payables
R

Conditions
still to be met
- remain
liabilities
R

(47 423 000)

-

-

(142 534 297)
(9 652 000)
(57 780)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(169 250)

-

-

199 667 077

(199 836 327)

-

-

Conditions
met transferred to
revenue
R

Conditions
not met transferred to
payables
R

Conditions
still to be met
- remain
liabilities
R

(36 505 939)

-

-

The R 21 882 000 as refered to in Note 5 was received in 2017.
R 12 230 000 from the NPNC grant allocation for 2016/2017
and R 9 652 000 from the PERSAL allocation.

Reconciliation of Movement - 2015

Programme funding: Grants services in kind (PERSAL)
Programme funding: Grants paid via NPNC

Programme funding: PERSAL Reserve Allowances
NSF Funding

Infrastructure Subsidy

Other Government Grants and Subsidies

Total Government Grant and Subsidies

Balance unspent
at beginning of
year
R

Current year
receivables
R

-

107 264 484

-

3 260 657

979 840
639 654

-

1 619 494

36 505 939
1 745 521
8 554 166

792 000

158 122 768

(107 264 484)
(3 260 657)

-

-

-

-

(1 970 521)

(754 840)

(622 750)

-

169 250

(754 840)

169 250

(9 193 820)
(158 818 172)

-

-

-
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21

2016
R

2015
R

Employee related costs and DHET management fee
Employee related costs (College Council)
Employee related costs - Salaries and Wages
Employee related costs - Contributions for UIF, pensions and medical aids
Travel, motor car, accommodation, subsistence and other allowances
Housing benefits and allowances
Performance and other bonuses
Leave Payouts
WCA
Staff recruitment costs
Staff development costs
Other employee related costs(including 37% in Lieu of Service Benefits)

DHET management fee cost
Employee related costs - Salaries and Wages
Employee related costs - Contributions for UIF, pensions and medical aids
Travel, motor car, accommodation, subsistence and other allowances
Housing benefits and allowances
Performance and other bonuses
Other employee related costs

DHET management fee cost
Payments made by WCED for Executive Management (Jan - March 2015)
PERSAL payments by DHET (April - December 2015) - Services In Kind

Total employee related costs and DHET management
fee

72 503 651
530 543
485 000
105 000
9 858
131 840
230 098
607 653
15 209 021

86 732 903
3 552 967
490 228
404 672
879 844
113 695
39 497
34 104
746 492
15 586 947

89 812 664

108 581 349

108 778 246
18 159 395
4 221 864
6 600 245
4 774 547

80 740 185
9 540 090
28 322
1 420 381
4 427 949
11 864 308

142 534 297

108 021 234

142 534 297

756 750
107 264 484

142 534 297

108 021 234

232 346 961

216 602 583
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Note

2016

2015

R

R

In 2015 the PERSAL payments were made by DHET for the
period 1 April 2015 - 31 December 2015.
In 2016 the PERSAL payments were made by DHET for the
period 1 January 2016 - 31 December 2016.
In terms of the CET Act, employees are employees of the
college and are accountable to the governance structures of
the college. Management are defined by the CET Act as the
principal and deputy principals and they are employed by
DHET and have dual accountability towards the council and
DHET respectively.
During the 2015 financial year, a large number of staff
previously paid by the College counsel migrated to the
DHET. These employees are now being remunerated by the
DHET which resulted in the decrease in the employee
related costs and an increase in the DHET management fee
costs and are now reported as services in kind.
In-kind Benefits
The DHET by contractual agreement with SAICA has
made available the services of the Deputy CEO - Finance
(Mr MD van Rooyen) for the year under review.

22

Debt impairment
Changes in debt impairment provision

Included in Debt impairement is an amount of R 3 260 657
relating
to impairment of a non-exchange receivable for PERSAL
Reserve Allowances
(Refer to note 4 for details on the debt impairment.)
23

26 980 098

10 718 925

26 980 098

10 718 925

15 441 891

13 731 919

15 441 891

13 731 919

Depreciation and amortisation
Property, plant and equipment

9
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24

2016
R

1 405 234
59 417
258 210
199 092
19 044
135 797

1 999 795
103 003
356 392
589 578
36 643
94 564

2 076 794

3 179 976

540 491
439 587
6 853 225
5 666 491
620 704

801 253
6 242 648
4 561 932
579 954

14 120 499

12 185 787

13 174 114
17 285 994
-

8 191 148
30 460 108
-

30 460 108

38 651 256

Contracted services
Legal fees
Outsourced Internal Audit Fees
Security Services
Cleaning and Sanitation
Other

At the reporting date the college had
outstanding commitments under noncancellable contracts, which fall due as
follows:
Up to 1 year
1 to 5 years
More than 5 years

26

R

Repairs and maintenance
Land & Buildings
Furniture and Fittings
Machinery and Equipment
Office Equipment
IT Equipment
Audiovisual Equipment
Other - garden and grounds

25

2015

Finance costs
Borrowings
Finance lease

1 176 992
-

1 226 925
-

1 176 992

1 226 925
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2016

Note

27

2015

R

R

General expenses
General expenses include the following. (For more
detailed refer to the Detailed Statement of Financial
Performance as attached)
Advertising & Marketing Expenses
Admin fees
Audit fees
Bank charges
Electricity, water & other Municipality costs
Insurance
Rental of equipment
General
Other

28

Employee benefits

2 063 098
447 241
2 129 898
746 736
11 076 682
1 574 502
494 134
1 617 701
1 634 750

2 146 782
400 932
1 647 613
640 300
8 595 702
1 287 159
479 822
1 510 076
2 042 752

21 784 743

18 751 137

11 395
12 850

72 604
73 878

24 245

146 482

21

The College contributes to both the DHET Employee Retirement Benefit Plan
as well as Retirement Benefits plans relating to College direct employed
Employees.
Contribution plans recognised as an expense:
Government Employment Pension Fund
Old Mutual Retirement Benefit Plans
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29

2015

R

R

Cash flows from operating activities
Deficit for the year
Adjustment for:
Depreciation and amortisation
Movement in bad debts
Movements in operating lease assets and accruals
DHET Services in kind
Other gains
Changes in working capital:
Decrease in inventories
Increase in trade and other receivables from exchange transactions
Increase in other receivables from non-exchange transactions
Decrease in unspent conditional grants and receipts
Increase in trade and other payables from exchange transactions
Increase in taxes and transfers payable
Net cash flows from operating activities

30

2016

(20 980 619)

(29 287 042)

15 441 891
26 980 097
(203 630)
142 534 297
163 772 036
(163 037 912)
118 886
(13 254 447)
(150 986 814)

13 731 918
10 718 925
(1 234 850)
108 021 233
1 277
101 951 461
(97 489 890)
464 390
(46 772 560)
(88 301 988)

734 124

4 461 571

(169 250)
1 101 102
152 611

(1 450 244)
39 013 358
(442 846)

Change in accounting policy
There were no changes in accounting policy in the current and prior year.

31
31.1

Prior-year adjustments
Correction of error

Credit balances of student fees

During the 2015 financial reporting period the prescription rule was incorrectly
applied to credit balances of student accounts. The result of the error was an
understatement of trade and other payables and an overstatement of the net
surplus for the 2015 financial period. The error effected the 2015 financial
period only and no retrospective adjustments were required.
Tuition fees

Tuittion fees received for the 2015 financial period could not be invoiced during
the 2015 financial period due to a lack of information. This error resulted in the
tuition fee income being understated and the credit balances of student fees
being overstated. A detailed reconciliation has subsequently been performed
which enabled the college to invoice the relevant clients. These invoices were
raised in the 2015 financial period to correct the error.
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Note

2016
R

2015
R

Trade and other payables
The college was overcharged by a creditor in 2015 which resulted in the trade
and other payables being overstated and the net surplus being understated
for 2015. The credit note was issued by the creditor to the college during the
2016 financial period. The error was corrected by appliying the credit note to
the 2015 financial period.
A creditor who was also a debtor had a balance of R811 606 at the end of the
2015 financial period. The debtor balance was incorrectly impaired in 2015 .
It should have been taken to the creditor balance. This resulted in the creditor
being overstated. The impairment was subsequently reversed. The balance
to relating to 2014 was taken to the creditor account in 2014 (R389 201) and
the balance was taken to the creditor account in 2015 (R422 405) which
cleared the account.
Property, plant and equipment - Milling machine
A milling machine that was donated to the college in 2015 was omitted from
the 2015 financial statements. This resulted in the net assets, net surplus and
depreciation and amortisation being understated in the 2015 financial period.

Change in estimated useful life of assets
During the assessment of useful lives of property, plant and equiment for the
period ended 31 December 2015, the useful lives of assets nearing the end of
their estimated useful life were adjusted to more accurately reflect the
remaining useful life of these assets. The result of the error was an
overstatement of the depreciation, an understatement of the the carrying value
of property, plant and equipment and an understatement of the net surplus for
the 2015 financial period.
PERSAL Reserve Allowance
A PERSAL Reserve Allowance of R3 260 65 was raised in 2015 which related
to funds owed to the college by DHET for salary expenses. The College was
of the opinion that these funds would never be received by the College and
the reserve was impaired in 2015. During the 2015 review, the Auditor General
requested us to raise the reserve again in the 2015 financial perdiod as they
felt there is a possibility that these funds would be collected. This resulted in
the other receivables from non-exchange transactions, grants and subsidies
received as well as accounts receivable being overstated in the 2015 annual
financial statements. The 2015 accounts were corrected during 2016 by
impairing the PERSAL Reserve Allowance.
31.2

Reclassification
During the 2015 financial year, unallocated deposits were recognised under
Trade and other receivables from exchange transactions which has
subsequently been reclassified to Trade and other payables from exchange
transactions.

Presented below are those items contained in the statement of financial
position, statement of financial performance and cash flow statement that
have been affected by the prior-year adjustments and reclassifications:
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Statement of financial position

2015

Trade and other receivables from exchange transactions
Trade and other payables from exchange transactions
Other receivables from non-exchange transactions, including taxes and transfers

Property,Plant and Equipment

Note
4
10
20
9

As previously
reported

30 756 058
65 338 150
10 168 825

147 764 157

Accumulated surplus / (deficit) 2014
Accumulated surplus / (deficit) 2015
Accumulated surplus/(deficit) Net

125 177 038

Statement of financial performance
Tuition and related fees
Sale of goods and rendering of services
Government grants and subsidies

15
16
20

General expenses
Depreciation and amortisation

27

Other income
Business Unit Expenses
Debt impairment

Cash Flow Statement

19

23
22

Correction of error

3 786 097
9 633 210
3 260 657
798 260
(3 302 756.65)
1 514 559.00

Reclassification

20 307 325
20 307 325

Restated

54 849 480
95 278 685
13 429 482
148 562 418

(1 788 197.65)

123 388 840

122 043 977
3 277 974
155 557 516
12 859 865

3 601 299
(3 260 657)
(7 550 438)

125 645 276
3 277 974
158 818 173
5 309 427

14 143 616

(349 300)

2 429 202
19 129 044
11 141 330

1 775
(377 907)

2 430 977
18 751 137
-

(422 405)

10 718 925

(30 801 601)

1 514 559

(29 287 042)

11 141 330

(422 405)

10 718 925

Cash flows from operating activities
Surplus/(deficit) for the year

Adjustment for:
Depreciation and amortisation
Movement in bad debts

14 143 616

(411 698)

13 731 918
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Movements in operating lease assets and accruals
Movement in Prescribed Income
DHET Services in kind
Other gains

Changes in working capital

(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables from exchange transactions
(Increase)/decrease in other receivables from non-exchange transactions
Increase/(decrease) in unspent conditional grants and receipts
Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables from exchange transactions
Increase/(decrease) in taxes and transfers payable from exchange transactions

(1 234 850)

(1 234 850)

108 021 233

108 021 233

-

1 277

1 277

464 390
(19 023 026)
(85 041 331)
(1 450 244)
8 683 622
(442 846)

(27 749 534)
(3 260 657)

100 719 584
3 641 393
69 065 939
1 358 094
15 224 038

5 526 435
(681 041)

30 329 736

464 390
(46 772 560)
(88 301 988)
(1 450 244)
39 013 358
(442 846)

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash generated from operations
Receipts

Tuition fees
Sale of goods and rendering of services
Government grants and subsidies
Interest
Other Receipts
Payments
Employee costs
Suppliers
Finance costs

(108 581 350)
((75 739 202)
(1 226 925)

(11 245 744)

106 246 019
2 960 352
69 065 939
1 358 094
3 978 294
(108 581 350)
(69 338 852)
(1 226 925)
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Purchase of capital assets

Proceeds from sale of capital assets
Movement in investments and interests

(11 529 853)
(11 395)

(11 529 853)
(11 395)

Cash flows from financing activities
Repayment of long-term loans

Net cash effect of finance lease liability
Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

(488 379)

(488 379)

(7 568 056)

(7 568 056)

-

23 309 535
15 741 479

-

23 309 535
15 741 479
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Note
32

2016

2015

R

R

Commitments
COMMITMENTS IN RESPECT OF CAPITAL
EXPENDITURE

33

- Approved and contracted for
Land and buildings
IT Equipment
Machinery and Equipment
Other equipment

2 175 120
2 132 935
9 415
32 770

630 828
430 235
83 898
116 696

Total capital commitments

2 175 120

630 828

The capital commitments will be financed from
- Government Grants
- Own resources

578 854
1 596 267

137 434
739 336

2 175 120

876 770

Contingent liabilities
Other than as indicated in these financial statements
the College has a possible contingent liability to incur
costs for travel alllowances for students not funded
by NSFAS: 2016 - R 578 505 (2015: R0).
The College agreed with NSFAS that it would during
2016 be part of the pilot project to finalise the new
NSFAS system being implemented in 2017 for all
Colleges. Due to the administrative problems incured
at NSFAS the possible continigent liability as
reflected will be a possibly payment placed on the
College outside the allocated NSFAS funds for 2016

34

Contingent assets
The College has no contingent assets

35

Related parties
The following members and entities are deemed to be related parties to the College.
Council Members
Refer to listing of Council Members as listed under
general information.

Meetings and Travel expenditure incurred by Council

75 580

-
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Note

2016

2015

R

R

Members of key management
The following members are part of the Executive Team of the College and
considered as being Key Management;
Mr L Beeach (CEO)
Mr C Coetzee (Deputy CEO: Academic)
Mr NE Maggot (Deputy CEO: Corporate Services)
Mrs T van der Merwe(Deputy CEO:Innovation & Development)
The Management fee was paid as folllows:
DHET
Northlink College

4 069 175
363 300

3 155 624
537 536

4 432 475

3 693 160

DHET
The DHET is the controlling authority of the College.
The Minister of Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) is the
executive authority of DHET.
Other TVET Colleges
Other TVET Colleges are those that are also controlled by the DHET.

36

Events after the reporting date
Adjusting events
PERSAL Reserve Allowances for 2016 to the amount of R 9 652 000 (2015:
Nil) were received in March 2017. Refer to note 20 for details.
Non-adjusting events
There were no non-adjusting events after reporting date.

37

Going concern
Accumulated Funds at the end of the financial year.

102 408 221

123 388 840
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Note

2016
R

2015
R

We draw attention to the fact that at 31 December 2016, the entity had
accumulated funds and that the entity's total assets exceed its liabilities by the
same amount.
The financial statements have been prepared on the basis of accounting
policies applicable to a going concern. This basis presumes that funds will be
available to finance future operations and that the realisation of assets and
settlement of liabilities, contingent obligations and commitments will occur in
the ordinary course of business.
The ability of the entity to continue as a going concern is dependent on a
number of factors the most significant being the on-going grant funding from
Goverment and other national and provincial departments.
38

Net Assets
In terms of the CET Act, the Minister of Higher Education and Training may
close a public college subject to certain conditions. In such a case, the net
assets of the college, comprising the accumulated surplus and reserves, will
vest in the Minister of Higher Education and Training after the settlement of all
liabilities.

39

Risk management and other financial instrument disclosures
Maximum credit risk exposure

Credit risk exposure arise from mainly from cash deposits, cash
equivalents and trade debtors. The college only deposits cash with
major banks with high quality credit standing and limits exposure to
any one counter-party.
Trade receivables comprise a widespread customer base, comprising
mainly of students of the college. Management evaluates credit risk
relating to customers on an ongoing basis. If customers are
independently rated, these ratings are used. Otherwise, if there is no
independent rating, management assesses the credit quality of the
customer, taking into account its financial position, past experience
and other factors. Individual risk limits are set based on internal or
external ratings in accordance with limits set by the council. The
utilisation of credit limits is regularly monitored.

The financial assets expose the college to credit risk. The value of the
maximum exposure to credit risk are as follows for each of classes of financial
assets:
Cash and cash equivalents

7 825 578

Trade and other receivables from exchange transactions

41 123 831

Other receivables from non-exchange transactions, including transfers

21 882 000

Other Investments

200 469

15 741 479
54 849 481
203 039

13 429 482
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Note

2016

2015

R

R

Liquidity risk

The college’s risk to liquidity is a result of the funds
available to cover future commitments. The college
manages liquidity risk through an ongoing review of
future commitments and credit facilities.
Cash flow forecasts are prepared and adequate
utilised borrowing facilities are monitored.
The table below analyses the college’s financial
liabilities into relevant maturity groupings based on
the remaining period at the reporting date to the
contractual maturity date. The amounts disclosed
in the table are the contractual undiscounted cash
flows.
2016

Gross operating lease obligations
Borrowings

Trade and other payables*
2015

Gross operating lease obligations
Borrowings

Trade and other payables*

Not later than one
year
181 235
590 853

96 379 787
Not later than one
year
2 003 945
1 715 303

95 278 685

Later than one year
and not later than
five years
-

3 015 659
-

Later than one year
and not later than
five years
181 235

6 861 215
-

Later than five
years
-

8 421 681
-

Later than five
years
-

13 150 662
-

* Included in Trade and other payables are
amounts that was in the previous year part of the
prescription errors now restated as reflected in note
31.

Interest rate risk

As the college has no significant interest-bearing
assets, the college’s income and operating cash
flows are substantially independent of changes in
market interest rates.
The accounting policy for financial instruments was
applied to the following items in the statement of
financial position:
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Note

2016

2015

R

R

Financial assets
Financial assets at amortised cost
- Cash and cash equivalents

- Trade and other receivables from exchange transactions
- Other receivables from non-exchange transactions,
including taxes and transfers
Financial assets at fair value
- Other investments

7 825 578

15 741 479

21 882 000

13 429 482

41 123 831

54 849 481

200 469

203 039

71 031 877

84 223 482

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities at amortised cost
- Operating lease liability

- Trade and other payables from exchange transactions
- Borrowings

40

-

203 631

96 379 787

95 278 685

108 407 980

108 048 867

12 028 193

12 566 551

Tax exemption

The College is exempt from normal tax in terms of S 10(1)
(C )N of the Income Tax Act, 1962 (Act No.58 of 1962
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Note

2016
R

2015
R

15
16
17
18
19
19

141 314 441
133 495 127
3 701 455
1 060 044
1 055 025
72 511
1 930 279

136 000 517
125 645 277
3 277 974
409 746
1 358 094
15 861
5 293 566

199 836 326

158 818 173

199 836 326

158 818 173

341 150 767

294 818 690

232 346 961
26 980 098
15 441 891
2 076 794
13 140 421
1 176 992
2 358 121
27 351 494
5 421 616
8 486 908
2 063 098
11 076 682
2 309 072
3 938 938
2 129 898
439 587
540 491
447 241
2 276 199
494 134
1 634 750

216 602 583
10 718 925
13 731 919
3 179 976
11 384 535
1 226 925
2 756 125
28 559 486
5 026 380
7 476 745
2 146 782
8 595 702
1 458 762
3 437 538
1 647 613
801 253
400 932
2 430 978
479 822
2 042 752

Total expenses

362 131 387

324 105 732

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year

(20 980 620)

(29 287 042)

Revenue

Revenue from exchange transactions
Tuition and related fees
Sale of goods and rendering of services
Rental of facilities and equipment
Investment income
Bad debts recovered
Other income
Revenue from non-exchange transactions
Government grants and subsidies

20

Total revenue
Expenses

Employee related costs and DHET management fee
Debt impairment
Depreciation and amortisation
Repairs and maintenance
Contracted services (Including Security)
Finance costs
Travel, accommodation and entertainment
Books and learning material
Printing and stationery
Telephone, postage, internet, network, communication costs
Marketing
Municipal services
Students expenses
General expenses
External Audit Fees
Internal Audit Fees
Legal Expenses
Administration costs - Fin transactions
Business Unit Expenses
Rental Paid
Other expenses (Council & Registration Licence & Projects)

21
22
23
24
25
26

27
27

27
27
25
25
27
27
27

(The supplementary information presented does not form part of the annual
financial statements and is not fully audited).
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